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Seasonal movemenrB- of the 
amer>i~anus (WalbauJn.) 1792, were examlned i inlet and an · 
, I 
exposed .cove· in Concerti<?n Bay, Ne}'Tjoundl 
' {-.-
March, 1_97 4. · Movements in the . two jloca ti ns were _ co pare~ with . each 
other and with tWo hypothe,ses ·of _winter 
·ture. Seasonal movements of thelin~er 
_Mary~a~d are r.eviewed. A . ~e~et.. : schem 
winter flounder throughout, its ang~· ·1 
1 movements of the 
I~ the present study .~~ . ements were infer e<! from chari'i~S in 
I . ' · 
flounder ab~~~~ce. Abunqance· pn a 
. - ~ .-
. counting, fish_ 'on a fixed area of bot 
.J 
and physiological factors were exam 
, ... j ' 
' 
' the causes ~ movem~nt. !. ', ·-~ 
--'i Winter flounder '~~VelJleri~' 





an attempt to determi?e_·.·,. 
0~. ; 
., 
. I . 
the protected ,·inlet and expo~ed 
I ' 
. '· 
cove were spmewhat similar easons· except winter~ During::thEl : 
' 
winte~ Qf 1973 flounders were pre in shallow .. water in the protected 
I , . 
inlet until drifting pack ice en the region. The following winter, . 
.I 1 • ' • • • • ' • • ' _ . ... ;, -;~ 7·: 
fis\. were scarce in the proteci:e inlet. · · This scar.,citrloincided witlf i\} ' ' ' ,_ ..... ~ . . ' ,. . , 
the· hea~ur:Odt'ence oLth~t wi ter. Flounders left the s~allows of 
-~ ~...: .. '\ t~ ' ,· 
.. the exposed. c.ove in both winte s·, probably because o~ turbulence a'nd -
I ' • • • ~ • 1 ' 
perha-ps drifting .ice.. In J~n many winter ~ flounders moved into the 
-· 
' 'shal~~s of .the protected'_in et and a few entered the ~osed cove, 
.. where they spawned. s left both regions in July o.r August in ., 
,... ... 
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what may have been In August ,or 
I" 
re~·ur.ned· ~o ·the shallows' ~f. b th lo~atio~s._ / This ~i.grll_ti 
with peak water temp~ aturest:Jthe initia~io~ of ripenin 
. . . ~I • . 
. " . .. . / ·' .. ' 
gonads. 1n the fal+ the[ I~~ t _ ~h~"sho~e zone 
• . I ~ . . 
severe s.torm;; c;tnd r/ ~u~e? ·. ~o the shal~o~s as the· 
I ' t 
I • I ' 1 
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·The winter .. ~lounder, Paeudopleuroneatea ameriaanua (Walbaum) 
1792, · rang~s f~om Labrador to Georgia ~nd-bas been reported from 
·. ~~veral re;i~~· ~roun~ New1ou~dla,;d' (~igelow and . Sc~~oed.~r, · 19~3; ie:Un . 
ana Scottt 1966). Inshore~offshore seasonal movements of the winter 
I ' r • 
flounder have been describe~ from -Newfoundland ~o Maryland (Bigelow .and 
. .. . . ~ . "' . . 
Sch~oeder, 1953; Bigei~wf and Welsh, ·1925; Dickie a.nd McCracken, 1955; 
\o , L'#' ' • :~ 
· Kennedy, .1964; Kennedy an~ Steele,- 1971; ~vings, 1973; Lobell·, .1939; 
.. 
'Lux and Nichy, 197,~_ ; McCracken, 1963; Neville 'an~ Perlmutter, 1940; -
o ., . . I . . 
Pearcy, 1962'; ~ichards, 1963'; Saila, i96~_t Schwa~~~' 1964;' _s~ith ~n~ 
Cole-, 1970; Tyler, 1971a;-_Warfel ."and Merriman;' i9~4). ,'lt is apparent ·-
. ,. . . . . f . . ' - .. 
that these-movements are not~ the sam~ in all regions in which they have 
' , ... : " 
been examined . .. It has been suggeste-d that flounder movements are 
~ -
. 'I .~ t ,7,"? I -' ~; I 




' .·. . ~;:' . . : ~ 
1963), fo?"d~ availability (Kenn~dy and Stee~e, 1971), 1 and the repro~U:ctive " 
condition o.f the g_onads (Kennedy, 1964; .Lobell, · 1'939; .Pearcy; 1~62). · , 
' . 
.\ 
McCracken (1963) present~d a hypothesis to describe the seasonal _movements.-·· 
' D . 
of "the winter flounder thro~ghout' its range ~ . Kennedy (1964) repprted . that .: . 
. 
. ' . 
f ·l_oun4et; ·movements in Long P~nd, N~wfo~ndlang., did not · fit _McCracke-n's 
I ' • ' ' 1 • 
·' .- • • . . <:~ 
hyPdthesis, and another hypothesis was proposed by Kennedy and Steele 
,1' ' ,4 
(1972). Th~ present study was undertaken to provide additional ~for;m~tion 
. on .flounder . movements and pteir ·causes -i-n northern regions to compare. to 
· th~ . above hypotheses. Two. locations i~ the . shore zone of C_orice~tion · Bay, · 
' : ,f _,J .., \ - I • • I , , ; ' ' 1 - I r " I 1 • • 
. N~oun~~~nd, were chosen as study ;sit~s. One~site . was a narrow, 
I ·.r'; 1.. j • • . ' r ~- i ,' 
- ' t. ~· . " 
. ~~otected inlet_ an\1 the other w.as ·a s~atlow, exposed cove. Changes . in , . 
' • . 




. ' . 
). . 2 . 
' , .. 
~~ . . <... 
-
'8 flounder abundance in sepa.rate stations wfth:!-n each ~tudy site .were 
" 
. recorded over a period of appr~ximately thirteen months to provide .•. 
-
t' 
. ' 0 information on their mov_ements •. These -movements we~e then compared 
with environmental and physiol6gical factors in an attempt · to determine 
why the movements occurred. A tentative scheme is suggested to describe 
.seasonal movements of winter flounder throughout their tange, · and the 
' ---~-~ .. ·.~··'J, causes of these movements. 
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l. DESCRIPTION OF. THE STUDY SITES 
•• 
The two sites chosen for the present study ar~ located in 
~ . 
Conception Bay _- on the Avalon Peninsula of eastern Newfoundland (Fi~ure 
1). Conce~tion Bay is approximately 55 km long with a maximum width 
of 25 km and a maximum dep~h of 295 ' m. Holyrood Bay, at the very head 
of · Cqnception. Bay, fs divided intC? a North and a South AJ;'m. The Nor.th 
Arm was chosen as one study.site (Figure 2). It is a protected inlet · 
. . ....... 
: wit.h a stream· running-_into itf;l head. · It is approximately 1.5 km lon~ 
. .. . - I . 
and it narrows fro~ approximately 750 m' in 'width to. 100m. ·The head 
.of North Arm averages 1-2 ~ deep, increasing gradually to about 18 m 
- -,: -:o"1."f• • • 
-·. •at its mouth. Mussel beds a~d -gravel comprise'the bottom.at tne very 
head; ·at depths'of 2m or less. · . This quickly .changes to very soft, 
. ' 
·· . sandy mu·cf, ·which covers the rest of the bottom ~xcept for scattered 
-
'' . 
· -pat~hes of rock an.d gravel. The _ste·ep bank is rocky ,all the way around • 
. ! ] 
The s~corid stu~y s~te, Broad ~ove at St~ Philip~ (Figure 3), · is 
I 
located about one-half of the distance al~ng the southern· shore of 
. · .! 
Conc~ption Bay from North Arm (FJgure 1). 
..... , 
' . 
Broad Cove.'.is a· - s~il, 
exp~sed ~ove . facing directly into -Co-s;tct:pt:i.on ~ay; ;.it:· is ~~me~h~t 
• ' ' ' "I 
' . 
--· 
'protected by Bell Island. A small stream flows ·into the southwestern·· 
• r· . 
r . c~rner of the cove. This widens to form: a small harbor, arid a ' . . 
. government wharf projecting into the cove prptecta the entrance of the 
.. ""- ~ . 
harb,or. - The cove m~asures -approximately 500 m ·across, the mouth and 
. . 
~pproximately 250m from-mouth to shore. At ' the J;DOUth of.the cove the 
- J. ·-






. . . 
' ... 
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. . " ~ - bedr~ck and boulder~ as is · the J ~ ··:, • surrounding shoreline. 
' . ~ 
Just . off ·the 
right headland of. the cove, facing sea~ard, the botto~ 'quickly changes 
.7 
' from· ,rock and cobble to sand~ remains sandy for roughly 300 m offshore, 
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·J~· '·~~..,. ~ ..... A • Seasonal Movements ·-
' 
. ·-+;,~. t 
~~ · 
-I 
North Arm and st·. ·Philips were cbo.sen as study sites because ~ . 
( 
they are close together geogra.p.hica11y .but have ··different s~bstrata ~nd 
degrees of exposure,·1 Spe,cific .region~ in North Arm and St. · rhilips 7 
were des:ignated as station~. (F.igures '2 a'Od 3). Table 1 gives . . a .b~ief 
description of each station. Seasonal movements .of ~inter flounders . 
1.. . .. ' •. . . . 
·inr lio.rth Arm and St~:tP.hilips were ·noted by observing change~ in ' their 
abundance in the different stati~~s frbm ~ebr~ry, · 1973 to March, 197~ • 
.. 
•, , I a ' 
Direrences in movelftent wit~in .~he t'W'Q ·~fudy s.it~s··-could· -~hen be 
comp_ared·. All stations were established in January, ·1973 exc~pt 
. . . ( . . : 
-I' 
·-
St. -Phiiips Station C, which was established on ·June 29 .to give a bet-ter 
. ' ... . . ~ . 
~i~ tu):e of f~o:~der. dis-tribution. and . m;vemertt · at St ~· Philips. 
I r " .., 
T~e abu~dance7of wint~r flo~nders within each station was 
' ,, 
, ·; . ' 
· determined by c;ount~ng those withit1; a fixea area of bottom using SCUBA • 
. , ' -~ . . ' . . 
From February to April·, 1973,- c~.unts were made .using a portable quadrat 
'in .s~t;.~tions A arid B o£ both study .f:!Ltes. ·In late. AJ?ril a pernia~eJ:tt · 
~·('!4· . ·~ .~ ~. 
ttan'S~e~t:''was established at each of these stations for. count;f.ng; In 
~ ....... ... ' 
s~ . . Philips Station C a perma~en~ .transect J~s used thr~ug~tt~; · ... In 
1 i I . I -.-; 
•• ,,.\1 
.. the deeper Stations D of North Abn and St. Philips all f~ounders 
~ . ! 
' ' . 
observed throughout each dive .. were · simply counted. The exact dates- on 
.. ..... 
I 
·. · ·:which · these methods . :were used are given in Appendices L and M. 
-r 
-
. . ' I 
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' TABLE 1 
I 
Characteristics of the stations ~thin eaqh study site 
• , .. . -~::.., ¥ 
North· Arm 
-
Station B St ation D St_{ltion A· 
. 
7.5 - -12.5 15 - "18 3 
-
7.5 
mud, one mud, ' boulder. 
. c 
? patch of .sparse 
rocks cobble . 
.. 
• • > 
'·"' 
.• 
• • i 1'- ·~ • 
.• ~ " . --;----~- -
·. 
· ,p 
·• c . • 
0 
''- I .' 
. ·-
. J ... 
-. 
. t . _. _ -






· S·tqtion B Station c 
- . 
. 
7.5 - 10.5 10.5 .- 14 
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. 1.. Portable Quadrat Technique 
. .. 
s"'. 




') 0 • • 
The po!table q~adrat consfsted of ,an .innertube, a lead ~nchor, , 
and an anchor· .line which had ~ permanent loop fixed approximately .. 1. 5 m .. 
-1 above the- anchor. This apparatus was towed out into a given station,, the .· 
... . ~ ~ . 
. ,_ 
~. I 
.. ~ , 
,, 








' ' I ' , ; . . 
\ an~hor wa·s lowered, and the anchor line was fixed to the innertube. 
~iri.e by a clip~ a 6_:in length of ·-· f . r Attached to the loop in, the anchor 
1.,' -. . l 
rope. This rope . wa~ ·stretched · parallel t9 the bottom. By swimming f.:n a 
·.·.'· 
. .. . { (, ...: " ~, 
around the anchor and counting· all· flounders lyi~g beneat~ the . · 
• 17 " • 
circle 
rop~ the abundance of flounders in ~ given·•area- could ·be d'etermined. 
.;.'• I - f ( (.. • I - 'l I 
• :ii' ' I • ' .- / . , 
Pulling on the rope prod~ced a bend in the anchor line, and th~ pistance 
. I . ' ''-·., . 
• d between the anchor, and ~he ~erp,endic~la;r to the clip was·· abo~t -1:·!~- . ~ 
l . . ~ ~~ 
(Figu~e-4); This gav~ a counting area of approximately - 150 square meters, . 
\• \ ~. • tJ q ,' I 
. ' ~ l 
· which is def-ined as one .count 1,1sing the portable ql!adrat. · technique. · 
.. 
Usually two counts were ma~e on each. dive. 
' . . I ,•: 
·'Because winter flounders often bury themselves almost completely, 
c , 
especially in winter~ '\Jooden pole~ith thin p·lastic t 'ips were used to -
I 
' ' 
... !'~probe th~. bo~tom while swi~ng around the anci:tor. · ·This ~eth~d proved advan-
. . - -~ ,)' 
tageous in· No~th ·.Arm because th'e muddy bottom c'ould be searched_ without 
st'irring up obscurin~ clou~s of- silt ..... ~In the sandy reg~ons ~f ·St •. Phil:i.ps 
it 'was fotmd that partially and completely buried flo-unders -c~uld be 
I . .. 
• ~ I) ' ') , 
observed without usin~ the poles-; and t~ei~ use there was dtscontinu~d. : 
,,~ 
\, There w~s a disa_cJvantage to the partable quadra_t t~c~'Dique. · ·. 'If 
' ' ' 
the distribution o~ wint~r fT~~nder~ _~ithi~ a station ~~t not unifo~J 
t • 1 ~ / 
then one or two counts would not 
, ~ I 
give ·an accurate· repredentation of 
• r • 
I 
abundance in th~t · ptation. ' ThfS 
. , ~ . 
,. 0 . 
did not occur at St. Philips since 
. ,_ 
·flounders were ab.sent ·there''while ~he' portab~e quadrat was il:l us~ • 
. , . 
' . . 
I I 
- I 
h', , . 
·' 
/ I ' 
,• 
.. 
.. .. . -; " 
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16 
· It ·is unknown if the distribution in North .Arm Statiort ;s was not · uniform .. 
dur.ing ~his per'iod.' . ~ut. s.uch ·a distribution . occurred in North Arm . 
Station A in mid-April,.apparently for:the firs~ time since the study 
began.• 
. ' 
2. Transect Technique 
• I 
. To. overcome the problem of .une~en distr-ibution within a. station 
1;1 • 
permanent fransects were established in North Arm Stations A and B and 
St. Philips St~tions A and Bin la~e - April. Their positions are shown 
· in Figures -:-- 2; and . 3 Figure: 5 ·gives thei.r depths and bottom typ~s. 
All transects ~ere . lOO min length except for the ' orie in North Arm-. 
Station ' B which was i4D m.' 
The following p~ocedu!e was implemented to standarq~ze the area 
surveyed during a transect count. A 3-m length of rope, t~e center of 
which was clearly marked, was stretched taut between two divers at a 
1', • 
. right angle to one end of the transect. The diver ne~i'rest the t~ansect-
' ('. . . 
(always the aJthor) ~as at a distaq,ce of 1-5 ~- from the transect, .. . . 
' 
depending upon visibil)fY· The divers· then swam _along the -transect, 
each counting all winter ·flounders on the bottom between his end of ~he 
rope and its. center mark-. In this manner all fish in a strip 3 m wide 
and 100 m ·lon~~ (390 square ·meters; 420 square meters in North Arm 
Station B),w~re counted. Th~s is ,de-fined as one count using~the transe ct 
I ' <)• ~#"" 
·-technique. Ust,~Fllly two such counts were made per d~ve, one on each side 
I 
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wh~h was re.ptese:n1;ati'\i'e of .a statiqn •. This \s because the. transects 
' ~ were of sufficient length and were so placed in ea~h·station that any 
~ 
concent!ration of ,flounders was likely, to b.e enc,ountered. Another major 
adv~ntage was that in making a si~gle count along a tran~ect ' the bottom 
area s~r.veyed was t~ice that of a single ~ount using t~e · portable _ 
" ' ., J • • .. 
quadrat, but both required the same amount of time. 




~ In Station D of both study s1dres a div~was made along a pre-
.. 
determined co~ass course and all winter flounders observed were counted •. 
The number . of fish observed in 30 minutes was us·ed as a comparat'ive 
density - ~~gure~ 
. . 
Immediately after the dives in North Arm Station D ort June~22 
'I . 
~ I 
and August 17 a r~gion on the southern shore at the mouth ·of N,orth Arm 
·· . (Figur'e 2) was ·surveyed briefly by di~:lng · for ~int~r floufld'ers. 
{ I • . 
.. 
4 • . Frequency of Counts · 
Counts were usually made in North Arm and St• ·Philips on -
alternate·wee~s. 'Dives .were made in the stations of a·study site on 
·successive days to dec.rease the effect on abundance figures caused by: 
;. . . ' . . . . 
. . ,
short-term flounder movement. C?urlts in St~ Philips Stations B and C 
I 
. i 
~ere . usually. made on the same dive~ Only occasional dives were made 'in 
'• ,t{. • 
~tation D of both study sites. Interruption~ in this schedule were 
caused b~ drift;g pack ice, princip?lly. in .. March 
by. r~ugh seas. ~uring · the pe~i9d of drifting ice 
and April,- 197j·, and · 
counts wete made when~ 
(/ :· .. 
ever the study sites.were clear. A count postpo~ed doe to rough water 
I . 
I 
' was made as .soon afterwards a~ possible~ In. St •. PQilips Station A 
. ; 
. · " I • • 
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I co~nting was terminated on Novenber 15 due to· frequent breaking of 
the transect -line ·by heavy seas, and to the absence of ' winter flounders 
. ' . . '• 
• I ' ' \ • 
there· in October and November. 
" 5. Statistical Analysis of Flounder Abundance ' t 
, , ·. . • . . I 
To determine if there .were significant _chaQges in the abundance 
I 
of winter flounders present through the year th~ ~bundance data of each 
I ' o ' 
station was tested by an analysis of variance. Duncan's new mUltiple 
' .. 
range test (Steel and Tor,rie, 1960) was used to determine which changes'' 
.., 
in abundance were signific~nt in each station. The ·o~o5 protection 
' 
. ' 
level was us~d . The abundance data of Nor~h Arm Station A versus Stati~n 
/' · ' . . ' 2 
Philips · Station B versus Station C were analyzed by X. to 
, I 
B and St. 
' ' . dete~ine if . t;~ese ~stations within .'study sites. ~ere. homogeneous, i.e.", · \ 
ff the pattern.S of c~nge in '~bundance with . time 'were similar. St. 
~ . ' . ....... ~ 
• • <) f • ' .........--~hilips Station A was omitted from the test because flounder abundance 
'there was so low~ . . ' 
. .t• I •, 
~ ' 
' .. 
. 6. 'I 
, . 
' 
Tagging Experiments . ·' : 
l! . . . ~ • • 
An un~e~ater _ taggi~g ·progr~m was· c~nd~t~d in North A~· Station~ 
' . 
,. ' ' 
A and B a'nd St. 'Philips· Stations ·B and C to aid in interpreting seasonal 
. ' ~ov~~t~ of 'winter· fl~uhders, and as ~n attempt to det~~ine if ~ore · 
. . . . . . 
than one stock was present through the year in each study· si~e. ! 
. .. Flounders· to be tagg_e~ we~e: .caug~_t individually with a hand n~t···i A 
I · · I dar,t tag (Floy Tag and M;anufac_turitig, Inc1.) was inserted ~th a ; 
' 
, I , 
. tagging.gu~ int~ the antetlor dorsal musculature ·of the pigmented ·side 
. I 
of · a fish. The- tags ~ere: col~r coded for each station and a number · ::-: ; 
I . 
· was stamped on, _eac~· tflg. All tagging was 
. ' 
done underwat'er, therefore 
I ' 
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.' tagged in St •. Philips S~at:fon A because of the scarcity of fish · the~e. 
·Sinc.e there is n6 ·connnercial and littie recr~ationa1' fishing for 
' . . 
flounders. at· either study site, retu~s were made by underwater 
sightings. These tagged fish were .not collected. 
B.· Environmental Factors 
~ ~ - ' On ·eveey dive that wintel: fl<iijnders were counted the following 
... 
. . 
'factors were .recorded: . (1) time of day, . (2) state_ of· the tide (from 
' . ' . . '· the time of the dive and ~ide tables of the Canadian Hydrographic 
· '·, Service?, (3) cloud cover (c~~ar, . slightly -cloudy,. cloudy, . very 
clo~dy), (4) turbidity of the water .(cle~r; slight.iy turbid, . turbid,. 
1
Jery turbid; af!er Warfel an~ Merri~n, _1944) ,
1 
(S) bottom salinity · 
(me~aured · by refra~tometer 'to the nearest 0.5 parts per thousand), and 
. . . . 
(6). bottom water temperature (to the nearest 0.5° C). Dat~s on which. 
. . 
counting was prevented by ~ ice, ~nd .dates of severe storms, were 
recbrded~ Wind in.formation was ob~ined frqm the monthly meteorological 
, {j • , • I 
summarie~ for , the s't. Jph~' s Airport, p~epared byl the Atmospheric ·. 
, ~ . 
Environment . Ser~ice, Department of the Environment. In these summaries 
the. spee.~ and d_irecti.on of "peak gusts were. usual~y r 'ecorded every day. 
The_'  percentage of days per ~onth with · peak gusts of . 40 ·miles per hour 
. . .. . ' 
·(64 :km/h) or greatex: and 50 miles p·er hour (SO km/h)'' 1or gr~a~_r were 
used to .indicate relative wind speeds each month. The·· perc:entage of 
q, 
> • 
days per mbn'th with northerly, ~astetly, and northeasterly components 
( ' 
respe_e:tively to the peak gusts were c~ated .. from the me~eoro~ogical 
. ' ' ... 
. . summaries for . comparative · purposes. 




·.· ~· . 
' . . . .. 
~ ' 
r 
... 1 •• • 
.· 
-_  f 22 
' ' 
c. ' Physiological Factors 
' On, each 'date that counts were made a sample of winter ~founders 
. ' 
was taken l)y ' hand net • . The s~mple sizes were genera~ly s~ll(Ap-
1 4 
pendices C and .E) and were restrict:.E:d by the number of fish available~ 
' 
the limitation of diving t,im·e, 'clod the coldness of- the divers. All 
fish in a sample were killed· by a blow on the ba_ck of the head im-
··,. 
mediately after·each dive and'placed ~nice for approximately 1-? ho~rs • 
T~eY. were the~ -froze~ for i-7 days. Af:er thawi~g- b~ bubme;~i~n in' , . 
water the following ~ata wer~ ,obtained •from each f~-sh;)~ · (i). tot~l 
~ . ' 
' I ' e> 
· length; (~) blot~ed ho4y weight, p) sex, (4) ~onad ·weight, (5) the 
. ' ~ 
reproductive. stage of "the gonads,) and (6) the fuLlness o; the i~testine. 
.. . I 
The . ~tomach was removep and preserved in formalin. 
. 1.· Bo·dy' Weight Analysis· · 
. . J " • •• 
- .. 
A met~od was require~ to denote changes in body weight by the 
stocks of winter' flt?~de.rs in North Arm and St. Philips to u~late 1 
movements to feeding. ·In each study site mature flou~ders taken from · 
all; stations. combined wer~- divided by sex and group~d into ·time it;ltetva*s 
I ' ' ' ' '•'¥ ' 
' ~ • Ill • ' 
of 1-3 months depending upon the number of fish in each group. Abnormal -
. . . 
fish, such as 'ones ob.viously sick or' ones not going to spawn .in '197l, 
were exclud~d: , . . The. i~h~ and weights of, the iish in • these' grouP,S . 
" . -
(time intervals) wer~ ·compiled, and the data of ' each ~ex in e~ch. study 
. • , •. • ' . .. .r- •4 I 
site were analyzed by an analysis of covariance (making . foU't runs). 
. ' . 
In each ~~n this _ analysis ellminated' the variability among the mean 
I • , ' · . , , f 
• J \ 
weights of the gro~ps due to ' differences in len'gth composition, 
resulting .~n an adjusted me_ap .weight for eac_h group. An F · value was . 
_- . I 
.. 
. . ~ -~ 
• • I ; . • • j . 
•I p . 
























. given in each run · to indicate if there were: 'significant 4ifferences · in 
I . j 
the adjusted mean weights of the groups. 
For · b~th sexes in : both · study site.s ·Dun9an' s new .multiple. range- 1 
test . (Steel ' and Torrie, 1960) was use~ to ·denermine ~hich changes i~· 
• I . ·• 
. I ·. , -
the adjuste4 mean weights with time were significant. The 0.05 pro-
'/> . • . -




The reproductive cycle of the mature winter flounder can be ·· 
1 
• • . 
I - . I ' 
classified into. ·four stages: dp,ening, ripe/ spent·, and resting. _ These 
I • ' o j I 
stages are defined in Table 2 • . , The distinctioA petwe~n ).arge ripening · 
- . 
. and t'ipe gonads .in both · sexes was not realized ·unt:til late in ' the season, 
' . 6 . . . . ;J01, ·- • • - -
therefore from January to ~~ne~ 1973 ripening fish were wr~ngly identi-
fied as ripe. Therefore for purposes of presentat:ion· the mature 
flounders are classified ·into three reproductlve st_ages: 
j 
' . . (1), ripening 
. -
or J."ipe, (2), spent,, . and (3) ·resting. . ·. 
. . ' 
·. 
' Gonad growth ~as also examined by using the gonosomatic index 
. . 
(gonad -w:eight e'xpre_ssed as a percenta~e of_ the total .body weig~t) •. . 
• • • • .. ' I • • 
P' ' \ : 
3. Foal and Seasonal Feeding Behaviour 
There are several widely used methods for analyz'ing the ·food 
and seasonal feeding habits of fishesJ These were well reviewed by 
I • 
Hyn~s (1950) and Reintjes ~d King .(1953}, and ·to a ·lesser 1extent by.'· 
~ . .' . . ' . ·: - . . 
' 
Ball (1961) ~ I . Jones (1_952), and Kennedy (1964). Various combinations 
of these t~chniqu.es were used to : study the feeding habits of P. 
: . I . . . , . . 
~el'ica~u~ b)" k~nnedy . (1~64), Xen~edy a~d; ·steele: (197'1) M~rr~n a~·d 
,· . 
Warfel (19~8), Olla et al. (1969), ~earcy · (l962) , .: Richards (l963) , .. and 
. -.;. 
. I 
. ~ ' ! . 
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Reproductive stages of the winter flounder 
I I Male -·· Female 





testes are ·very small,. and vas 
-
ovaries are small and oyi'duct;s 
deferens is very narrow; coelom are very narrow; coelom has 
has little or no space to accom- . little or no space to accom-






testes are larger a~d vas - ovaries extend quite far7 back 
a .wider.;diameter; I deferens · has into coelo.mic cavity.,/ and ·ovi-
space · is_· .available in coelolll to · ducts have a relati-vely large 
ac~ommodate enlarged testes~ · diameter'; space i.s avaiiable in 
' 






- · testes are enlarging, rather .: - ovaries ·are e.nlargi}1g, yellow or 
white in color, and are soft ot:ange, and are fi.rm; vitello-
and t:lexible. 
' genesis has begun (yolk · globules I present ' in ·eggs) • 
.. .. 
' R.ipe . 
' 0 
testes ' are very _large; - . ovaries 
. 
- white, are very large· and are 
soft and . flexible; sperm is .rather clear. and co~orless ;' eggs 
' . present in the vas defel:.'ens are transparent ·-(and can be 
(and can· be extruded under ·extruded under . pressure -







- testes are still large but de- - .ovaries ar.e large but 'deflate~, 
.fla ted, maybe grey in color, and ·clear or regdish, soft and-
are exhausted looking; SQlDe · flacci<t and exhausted lop king. 
' 
sperm may· re~in in testes - ' or 




- testes are small, grey and' hard~ · :.. ovaries are quite_ S'Dl311, reddish 
. 
' 








(maybe, yello~ish) ,. 
' 
' . 
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. . . ' ' 
Wells et aZ. (1973).- Since the degree of · fullness of the stomachs and 
the mean volume of food per stomach in a ·sample irldicate s-easonal . 
' . -· change~ in feeding intensity (Ball, 1961),' these indices were chosen 
, . • . l . • 
-
for the pres:ent study toge'ther with 
"' . . 
I 




a. Stomach· fullness index. · T~e degree of. fullness of a stomach 
used iby ;Ball ( 1961) ~ (stomach fullnes~ index) is a point system 
I (,)) ' 
His 
:. . ' 
( ' 
·description .. of the system is asA _follows: 
' 
Empty Stomach collapsed, no food ptesent · 0 points· 
~ 
I .. -
~ full Food occupying, about 
; stomach. Wall feels 
. ,( . . 
~ of . the total volume of the · 1· point 
~ full ~· .. 
. . thick and hard· when · pressed 
between forceps. 
I 
Stomach. containing food,, gen~ra~ly klong ~oat of 
its length, :· but the imier surface is longitudi-
nally 'pleated and the wall feels thick and hard 
be~we~n forceps. · 
. ' 
3/4 full Stomacl} nearly ·filled with ·food, but somEl space 
Full 
... ';f \ ,. 
_.1U.stended 
remains and a small region of the wall feels 
thick and hard, with shaltow longitudinal pleats 
internally. · 
. ( 
Stomach full. Internal longitudinal pleats shal..;. 
low or ·absent. Entire wall feels soft anc;J can be 
indented with forceps in the intact stomach. 
'j I • . 
Stomach packed with food, Wall .~annat· be pinched 
with forceps in the i.ntact stomach, and iis thin 
and stretched with no internal pleating. 
~ . 
.. 




5 points . 
I 
,., ~... ~..( . 
In the present studY, the first cons~deration in designating points tb . 
.. ' 
~ a stomac;;h was f:h~ amount of food present, and thf!. second consideration 
... 
I' 
. . .... .. : ' .. l 
was the condition of the· stoniach rugae· and thickness of the st;omach - :. ' ~ 
. (, . - .. -., -
, I 
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group ~f· samples} w~~e averaged .and rounded. to the nearest whole · number 
(f ' 
. . 
to give the mean stomach fullness (M. s. F. ) • An advantage of the J;lle'an . . 




. ' fullness is that variability due' to 
fish ·~f different sizes /r'~eding 
fish size is elirilinated 
; 
at different inten~ities). 
Since the stomacli fullness index of each fish is a visual. estimate · it 
However, it was fo~nd to. be suitable. -'·. is not a precis~ measurement. 
':'<':'- · '-.O . 
....... ., 
. .... ' for purposes of comparison. 
b·;· ·. Intestinal. fuHness index. Soon after flounders began 
feeding' in May it was occasionally noted that· food was present in the 
intestine, but ·.not iti t -he stomach. Since the stomach fullness index 
. -.j 
· would not give an accur~te 'representation of feeding in these .fish., 
,' ~ ' I 
the it¢estinal fullness index~ also :il,- point system, was developed. · 
I J" • ' • • ' • .. 
.. 






Intestine empty or very , ru:!Ar~y": empty 
. '" .... , 
Intest:i:iie with some f~od p:5esent . 
~ 
Intestine approximately ~ full , . 
Intestine nearl.y . full 







' The1 intestinal 'fullness· indices of a.ll. fish in a sample (or . group ·of. ·. 
- . ,. ' 
sampl~~): were averaged 'and rounded to the nearest. whole number 'to~'give 
: • 
'•· 
the ~ean intestinal fullnes~ (M. I. F.). Though the intestinal fullness 
. I 
index was intended only· · ~s a rough .che<!k on the a'to~ch fullness 
• • • • .J • - • • • ~ ~) • -
index; 
' ' 
the two indices weie ve"ey sWlar in . d.~~cribing , seasonal chElDg~s in 
' , I • , 
feeding intensity. . 





• 7 •\ \ ; .. 
.. , ·.oo.:- ... ..._ ,. . 
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c. Mean vol~e. 
.... : 
After . estimating the stomach fullness ·ind~x . 
' . 
of a· given s.tontach its contents were sorted under a binocular micro-
' scope into the taxonpmic group~ listed in Appendices o~K. Each group 
· .. 
• ~ . I ' 
of o.r ·ganisms '{j7SS pres.S~d onto filter paper to remove excess fluids and 
~ . . . 
' . 
then its wet volume was measured to the on~arest 0.05 c,c . by ~ater 
ll 
I , 
.'of less than o. Q5 cc, it was ~ot recorded. The vo~umes of alf groups 
· .. ·were added/ to 'give the total volUIIie of food present in the stomach. · 
00 
I' I '- -,· ... .; II <l 
.· ~l:he .Vol.,;,es ' of ·.~ood in ae machs in "}~mpl_e .(or.· gro~~ of . samples) : 
inclthiing empty stomachs, were averaged to give the mean volume (M. V.). 
. v . 
.. -··· 
- . ... . . ,.,... ~ 
Th~~ ~etho~,-~as a~so ~sed :bY. Kennedy .(1964) and;, Kenned)/ . and Stee.le 
(i971) in study::l,.~g_- s~_sonal cha~g~s ih, feedin& tn P. ameriaan,us. . . 
" ' '· ~ • • I 
.. ~~z:~.:.are two · maj?f sources of variation in volumetric detepni~atio.n~ • 
. - r 
One is fish size and its relationshi1> to the am~unt ·of .. food eat~n • .. 
~ .... . 
':"" .J.··- -.. . . , . r. 
' . . 
Obviously a' large ·. fi.sh .·~·il! eat ~ greater volume. of food than a small 
fish. The other source of variation is ~n opportune but restriCted 
' · 
- I . . 
food s~pply which can result oin consumption .·of foojl in much greater 
quantiti.es than would normally be expected. For these reasons, it is 
• . . · . . . ~ - . . . , . 
felt that the mean stoma~h f~11ness and mean intestinal fullt:tess wer'e 
• I 
. "(&,.'· - • • 
more indicative of seasonal changes in feeding ~ntensity than was the 
•1 -
mean volume. 
. . ' I 
dOL Food organisms. To indicate the' relative importance of 








, I • > 
0 • 
I. 
·~he• va~ious . groups of f~od organisms the per·centage volume of each group .. 
' ~ ·~ I 
. ' 
per s~ple . (the aggregate-total-vol':lme ~~thod of ·Reintjes and King, 
t -. 
I • 
1953) was ··derived from this equation: 









... ":\,, ' · 
.. :· ... 




























I • ' 
.% volume/sample = 
0 




volume of an ~rganism from 
all stomachs in a simp~e 
total volume .of all sto.ma~hs · 
in the samp~e 
28 
• I 
,·A drawbacJc to. 'the data' on food organisms is the large percentage 
. .. f . 
-
, :" . 
.. , ·-. ,vol~e per sample of unid~ritifiable o'rganic matter found in the stomachs 
~ ' 
· · (Appendices" G-K). 
• I . 
. I ' 
this has ·not ~een reported in previous studies of 
o' . 
' 
.. feeding ln ~he winter flo~nder. Sinc~winter flounders in the present 
I 
•' , ' (' 
study were -placed on ice, frozen, and· thawed before the stomachs were 
. . . 
. ' . I ' . I 
removed ~and placed in formalin,- it is . apparent that digesti9n . of the 
•. . stomach conb~nts continued after · capture. 
• ' I .. ,; • . 
This i~· the probable cause 
o~ th; la~e amotints of unid~ntified or~~nic matte~ 1n · the sto~cbso~ 
• - ' . ~ ' • lr. 8 ' 
fish collect~p'during the f~eding season. · But this digestion should 
• .., o I 
• 0~ l 
· · have .had little eff~ct on the mean stomach fullness or mean volume 
' ; values obtai~ed. . ·· 
t I - f\, 
. ' 
., Similar .~nidentifiable .. organi~ 'm.atter ~as:~ fo.L4td in the stomachs 
. . . . II. "' 
~ ·.: ( 
\ ' ') • I 
·_"of fish, collected during _ times of the year when they were not feeding. 
. 0 
~ ~ . 
· .. This ~ccounts f'6r mean stom~ch fullness \ralues be'twe~n ··o and 1 and 
. . . ~ . "': 
' • . · . I . . I c . . I 
, for •mean volumes greate~ than O,during these periods. 
u . . • ~ 
., 
To s\.umnarize, seasonal changes .. in' feeding intensity wtke 
. .. ,-
' o I o ~>() ' l ' 
determined by changes ~n the mean stomach fu~lness (M. S. F.), mean . 
. . 
intestinal fullness . (M.1 I ·.· F.), and· ~ean·· vc'>lume ~M. · V. )·. ltelative 
. "' ... ,.._ .. 
,importance of the different groups o'f . .food prganism~· i~ ind~ated . by ·: 
·t_he percentage voluine of an organisl;D ~~r satl).~~e (~ ·volume/sample) •. 
I • 
I ' 
·, . ' 
•, I 
I 
' · .. o. 
" 
I' . . 
------ -- ~ 







A; Environmental Factors -
-· 
' ~ .... . 
'-· 
'· 




stages throughout . the tida~ cycle. · Th~ degree. of cloud cover followed 
' 
no seasonal pattern; though the majority of days were recorded as-cloudy 
·. or very cloudy. · · The waters in both study sites were generally clear or 
... 
slig~tly turbid.in the winter, a~d slightly turbid in ~he spring. In 
,, 
the summer and fall the waters of North Arm were usually turbid or very 
.- ~urbid, while thpse of St. ·Pliil~ps wer~ · sl_:i.ghly t~rb:i.d or turbid. 
(,\ 
. / i. Salinity of the. bo_ttotil' .water 'in North Arm was us~lly '32-33 
par:ts per thou~and in winter ~md spring, · a~d 31-31. ·~ _,parts per thousand . 
I • ' 
·, in stnnmer ~nd fall. . Two relatively l~w values ·were rec<;lr~ed in Station 
• I ' ' ' ' •• 
~ ·on February ?2, 1973 (30.5 pa~ts p~~ thousan~) . and on ·August ·\4 (29.0 
parts per thousand).. Salinity val'ues in St. 'Philips we-re usually ·~ 32-33 
'part's per thousand in .winter· and . summer. and 31-31.5 parts per thousand 
· in spring and fall. 
\" '".) 
. Bottom temperatures are given :in Figute.S..~ 6 and 7 and Table ,3. 
•.: 
~ . 
In. North Arm they ranged from -1.0° C in · late wtnter and ~arly spring 
to ·13.0 9 C. in late summer · ~nd early fail. The range ~n St.·' PJiilips 
"was -l.S• to 13.5° C. S~~~onal changes in b~t~om temperature in North 
' ·. 
Arm and St. Philips were quite similar. . 
I 
Wirids were 'ery strong in th~ wirlter and ea~ly spring, and · · 
. . I 
were of notice~bly· lower velocity from spring to mid-fall (Figure 8). 
. . . 
~-·tt 
~ · They were much stronger in the .winter of 1974 thari. in 1973. · ·Norther~y 
. I 
. ~ .·· 




















No:rth Arm: . bot~~ .~empe:r~t~r~ 
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St. Phil!ips:· bottom tem~erature 
O.OS°C) 'recorded on -each dive~ · 
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' . FIGURE 8 
~ I • 
. Wind spee~ .and , direction: the per~entage of; · · 
days per ~onth (a) with peak gusts pf 50 miles per 
hour ·(80 ~/hr) or greater and 40 miies per-hour (64 
IQnthi:> or greater, 
~ 
and (b);·. w~t~ a northerly, easte~ly, 
. ·,~'f. 
" . . 
and nort~easterly 
II 
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TABLE 3 
,. . 
Bottom temperatti~e (to · nearest ·o.5° C)· recorded 
on each dive in Station D of both study sites~· 







Q Augt,Ist 17 
,• 
.. August 24 
i• 
~eptember 10 . 
,·. 
; 




























. . winds occurred' freque~tly: 
. ' 
·Pack· ice, which form~d ~uch further north -and was moving past 
.. , . . ~ 
. . ~ . 
: the Newfoundland toast, drifted into· and out of th~- ·Shore zone with . 
' • . ' 
~hanging winds thro~gh March· and' April, 1973. Winds were not strong 
'during this period but the percentage of days w:fth e.as terly ~nd north- · 
easterly gusts.' was ·relatively high, -jamming the · drifting ice into. 
' . 
North Arm _andt.St. Philips. · Diving i~ ~orth Arm ·was prevented by 1ice 
r' I , 
This ·occurred · in St. Phi~ips. on March 7-10; March . 30,· and April 19-26. 
' ' . 
. on Fehruary ·27 .-'March 6, Ma~ch 12-16, April 3-6, and Apri117. The 
ice extended -deep into the water' col'UID'li. Tifat of Ap~il 19-26 gouged . ~ 
. . , I . _. - . : -
. the bottom in Nor.th Arm ~tation A. · In S.ti. fhili.ps there was iio · 
I . 
:1 ' . , I I . 
obse.rved ·_evidence of ice scraping the bottom, though this undoubtedly . ·· 









'• . . .f . . . . , .. . . 
occurred in Station A. The ice probably came quite· ·close. to the ' ~~ttom· · . , -
- ~- ·- . __ _._:.. . ..-----· ··- -·- -:------::....--- -.l.-ili Sta.tion B.· ·~------- ------~-· --------- --- -- · --- - · -- ---· -· 
"7.·.____:,.---, -~--.-------~---.-- ----~-.!..- ~ ~--··- ' , . . 
I . 
• ' \ I 
. ~ ' . 
' \J I I ~ \ ~~ \ ' 
. . •. · ' 
,I \ ·, · .. 
·-· . . ·) . ' \ ' 
..• 
.. 
I : . ._, 
' I 
. 37 . 
turbuience~ ... . ·Severe: stoma bccun:ed dur~ng the fall, causing much 
,. 
• , ' •• \,.1 I 1 
In North ~ the ~urbulepce : resulted in high turbidity and scouring of 
..• I .... • . I . 
the bottom ~fl the' shallower r,egions. In St. Ph::l).ip~ the .. t~r:bulence . 
produced sizeable ridge_s in the sand •. The approx~te dates of the · 
of · the- season), and December 3-5. 
October 10/11, No,vemb~r 21/22, November 24-~8 (the wars J;;;..~ · . 
~ ~~ 
. ;5~1\\ .. ~f 
I .. ' fill. 
::l g ' 
, i 
. storms were 
B. Physiological Factdrs .. - --
. ' . 
. , .. . 
1. Body W~ight Analysis . '. 
• I 
The results .of the analy.s:ls (of cova.riance and Duncan's .new 
'. 
multiP,le_ range test on the length-weigh~ data of each sex in each study 
I ' \ . . . . 
site are given in Figures · 9 and ,10 and Appendices .A and B. . The adjusted: 
mean weights of -~le an9 femaie wihter flounders from Nor,th .Arm .and St. 
. • . . ; . .. . . .r-
Philips were l~w in early s'ummer. By .. l~te ~~er and e~rly fall ~he 
.adjusted .me'an weights of 'both :sexes in both study si'tes had incr~as~d. 
,. 
The weights •of North Arm males an~ St •. Philips males and female~ reached 
I • . I • • . . lJ • ' .. ' 
a peak in ~ct~ber; o the weight of .. . 'the North Arm females decreased ins'ig-
•·,: · nificantly.. In: late fall the weight's of. bot~· sexes· in both · study sites 
~ . I 
decreased · to a low level. N9 winter flounders wer~ colle~ted in S ~ 
--~---=~----~ 
~ 1 •. 
Philips in January to ·March, 1974, but• those taken from North Arm during 
I 
' this period were significantly heavier than fish colle~ted 
. I . 
t{t, 
2. Reproduction ........ 
I ' 
. ··
percentage of fish -in each stage of repFo?uc~i~n .was · d~termined. , The ' 
1 · • . I . 
· I . 
'· gonosomatic indices of tpe fish wet;c{ tabulated in two- .ways: . 
,-
- - -·---- ~.} ___ ... ______ ___ .. _._'4.. ____ .. ___ _:~,_;_-----:-----' - . • 
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-; .... ' ~ 
/ 
· I -I . 
North ~r;m (all stations 
~ / ' 
combinpd): adjusted 
. ) ' 
. 
mean we'ight of each. s'ex divided into intervals of' 
t'ime. Adjusted mean weights are fto.ii1 .the analysis . . 
. • -r~ : 
38 
' ' ,_ 
I . ·! 
of covariance, o.f the 'length-waight d~ta •. · S (= ·~ignificant · 
' • ~r••'' 0 ' ' • • 
\at ~he a. 05 pro~t::l:O~eve-1-)~gws .s_fgni~icant ~hanges ~ ' 
. / ' ' .. ' 
in ~djusted ~ean w~ight between . a~jacent time intervals. 
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... , ... 
,• 
f - . . . 
_'--, . S~. Ph~lips ·(al~ stations combip~d): adjusted 
' 
mean of each sex divided into intervals .of time. 
• I 
t . . I . , 
· - Adjusted m~an weig~ts·_"are from the ana~y~~s of co-
varianc~ · of the length-weight data. • ~ (= significant . 
. at the 0.05 PFOtecti~n. level) shows ,significant changes 
I •. . 
40 
: in adj us t:ed -mean weight between adj a' cent time interval s ! 
- •\ • ' '- I 
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,., 
(1) individual, Sample's were diYided by sex· and the oaver~ge gonosomatic 
index was determined for each, and -(2) ~ithin e~ch stu?y site mature 
. 
~ . . \ 
' fish from all stations combined were divided by·sex and grouped into 
,., ' 
intervals •of· time. The average gonosomatic._ index WllS then detenHned 
,-
fo:r each' se;•(in each group • . These gr:_oups of flo~ders cqrrespond to 
0 • ' 
~ 
tho~e ~tne a~alysis ·of the 
" ., I . . 










were not undergoing spawni~g : in "1973 
. I. I 
of "the average gonosomatic· index. 
• I ' ' . 
· Though'the sizes of the s~mples collected were 'small (Appen-
·-. . ~ , . . 
~p_;ic/es C-F), ,the results ciearly indicate seasonal trends in tJ:le · repro-
, > 
... 
'du~tive cycie of othe winter. ¥launder • 
.. 
In North Arm flounders were 
'• -
ripening ~r ripe frQm late January, when the survey began, until early 
;-
June (Figure lL). Figures 12 and 13 show that the, gonads of both sexes 
.. 
·wete at or· ne~r maxi~ ·-siv;~ _during this period. The. first spent fish 
I ' • 
- was ,collected in North Arm on ~y 24_ in Sta'tion A, but the gre~t 
·e ·majority of fish spawned in June. All flounders collected-on J~y 3 
,. 
I • . I · 
were ~·pent. -.~h:rough July tl).e fish were spen_~ or~resting, and all: were 
resting by August •. The gonoso~~ic. i~de;K\~f bo-~h- sexe-s w"as at a 
0 . ' • • .. l 
. 
minimum, in July and Augus-t. In late August t.he first ripening flounders 
I '• ! o 
.t!f . . • .. ' . .. .. _ • 
. were reco~er~d (approximately half Qf each sample), ~nd by 'September 
0 :.!) ' . 
nearly ail were ripening.· This is . cl~arly indi~ated in both sexes by ~ 
the gonosomatic index.. Winter flounders in .North Arm continue~ to ~ 
ripen until .the survey ended in March, 1974. Figures 12.and 13 show 
6 • • 
that the mal~s may have ripened more quickly , than~females. The 
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North Arm:· the ~~:,c~nt~s.,;keach sample of, 
1 
' ;winter flet41ders in each ~tage of reprodu~~ion. 
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• I No1:tn ·Arm: average gonosomatic index 
. ;. -.· ... 
(G.s. I. "" gonad-weight/body weight x 100.- >'for each 
, f ~~~ 
sex in each ~~mple. (a). Stat~on A, (b) Station B 
. ~ .... 
. (from Appendix C). 
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North A~ (all :!'ltat:i.ons 'combined).: average; . 
' 
' gonosomatic index (O.S.I. =gonad weigh~/body weight 
. .. . 
x ·100. ') for each sex divided into intervals. of time 
I ' 
. . (from Appendix D) • 
' 
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.. somewhat in "N'ovember and then rema-ined relatively ste~dy; . that of the 
females iricreased gradually throughout the fall and. ~nter. . Kennedy 
j . 
i;U964)- cand J'ennedy ·and Steele (1971) reported a similar occurrence in 
.~ • • I 
. _Lo~~~ Pon~( N~~foundland·. . ~ 
· J:• .-) Winter flounders were first collected from St·. Philips in Mity. 
The majority of these fish were ripening or ripe, but .a ' few wer. e sp~Ilt 
I .• r ~ 
· Thi13 was also' true in· earlier June. By .late June the 
few fish coll ctea were all spent. THeir g~nads changed trom a spent 
ition in July t at which' ti~e the _gon~s.oma~ic' index 
~ 
of bo.th sexes was ~t a minim~m (Figure~. 15 and f6) • . F~oun4:ers . W'ere 
. . 
absent from St. Philips in Augus~, thus none ~~re coll~cted. In early · 
. ' 
Sept~b-er f when they began to retu~n to' St: Philips, most we.re 'in the ' 
e~rly stage~ o~ r!peni~g, and they ~~-n~inued .to \r::f:.pe.n · throu~~ mid-_ . . 
December, which was the last date fish were coll~cted. · As in North Arm 
. . \ . .. ,.· 
· and Long Pond (Kennedy, 1964; Kenn':dy ~nd Steele<"\ 1971), the males 
appear to have · ~ipened mot;~ quickiy than the fe~ai1es J (Figures. 15 .. and 
, I 
1.6). 
• ?" • 
·3. Food and Seasonal Feeding"Behaviour 
?lla e~ ~;l. '(1~69) : r~ported a diurnal v~ri~tion :J:n feeding 
. ~ . ' .... 
· -· . activity in P. ·.amePiaahus. They 'found that feeding·t~ most :-likely occurr~·d 
throughout the day and ended just -before evening twilight.- Thefr evi-
l . . 
.. ~ence i_n~ic.ated that . there was no· food intake at night. Since all ~ish 
~~ . . 
in the' present study were ~ollected ietw~eu' 11:00 A.·. M. and 5:15 P. M. ·, .. . 
I 
coilection lit tie the time of day' o.f probably had e.ffect on the feeding 
·- ' 
'' 
analyse.s. .,... .. \ • 
.. 

































' . . 
S~. Philips:· the percentage of each sampie 
f. ', 
of. winter £1ounders 'in each s'tage of reproduction. 













(c) St~tion C.· 
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• 
I . I 
St • . Phi~ips ·· (al~ st~dons c'ombinpd): · average 
. ·- . 
gonosomatic ~ndex (G. s:t. ~ = gonad weight/bpdy weight 
x 100· } for . ea:ch sex 'divided iil.t~_,intervals of time. 
. ~ . ' 
I 
May, ·June, and July -~J;'~· combined in . the males· (from 
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, . The results of the feeding analyses in North. Arm and St. Philips 
• "' 
have been organfzed in .two !)ays: · (-l) withi,n each station, for · each 
regular sample, the mean stomach fullness, the mean ·intestinal fullness, 
I . . . •,; 
the mean volum~, and the p~rcent~ge volume of each food group per sample " 
II • ' • J •tf , '..._, 
I f 
study site mature fi'sh from . 
. I 
l have been ·determined, and (2) within each 
--. I 
I : 
all stations combined wer~ divided by s'ex 
t ' - •• 
.. 
and grouped ~~to intervals of 
I 
. I 
time. · For each of these. groups the mean stomach~· fullness J the mean 
\') . I I , 
intestinal f~llness, and the ·mean volume of food in the ·stomachs were 
,;• ~ I . t • I 
' I . . determined. These groups .of flounders correspond to those in the. 
I • , • , .. ~ e I 
. ' 
analysis of the body weight data, ' for .which this grouping w~ established • 
. .... 
Winter !launders in North Arm had begun f~eding by May 10/11 
I 
I 
.(Figures 17 and 18). Through ~l:iaY and J4ne the ·"females collected were 
" ... 1•1 I 
feeding relatively heavily, whereas the males were not (Figures 19 and 
.-' ·, 20) •- Fr·om July to ·Octobe,r . flounders of both sexes in North Arm we're 
' I 
feeding rather intensively. 
.·-
I I 
By November the ·food intake had decreased 
~ 
. 
to' a low level. this is ind~cated by all three ~eeding indices in both 
o. sexes and in the ·regular b.iweekly samples witlP the sexes combined • 
. . , 
Fro~ December through early March when sampling ended th~ fish collected 
r· , t -· , 
were not feeding, witn-one exc~ption!-a male collected in Station A on 
, . 
De.cember ,;5. 
'In St. Ph{lips winter flounders with f ood in their'stomacbs 
. ' . 
were first collect~~ . c;m May 6 in Sta'tion B (Figure 22) ~ · ,Through May · 
· they were · feeding , intenf?ively "(Figures 2·l ~nd •22), females perhaps at 
I 
their greatest intensity of' the year '(Figures 24 and 25). Few malec 
. ~ 
were collected in May to July so these 0were grouped tog~ther. : Their 


































'North Arm; ' Stati~n ,_A:' feed.i~g irtdice~ ' of 
winter ·fl ounders colleoted on regul~r sampling dates. 
. . I 
Sexes are combined. (a) .mean stomach~ f~llness, . mean 
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. FIG(JRE 18 
. ' 
-· 
Nort~ . ..Arm, Station B: feeding indices of winter 
·.·· ' 
, , ~ I . I 
-·· f~ounders collected on· regular sampling. da}e;,s. Sexes 
are ~ombined., . (a) mean stomach fullness~ mean intestinal _, 
ful~ness, · (b) mean volume. 
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• . FIGURE 19 
. ~orth Arm (all '~tatio~~ .' comh:ined) ~ mean 
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.vol~e~:of food pf each se:1t divided into intervals 
of'time~ Vert~cal 1ines ar~ ± 2 standard 
. •' deviations, trunc~ted at 0 and. l2.00 cc • 
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i · • 
·St. Ph:\lips, . Station A: 
. . . ' .. ~ 
~ feeding 'indices of 
. "" . ' .. · ' ... 
. ·.· ,.,_ ' , ----- . - . . 
~inter flounders . . collected oil regular .. sampling dates. 
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(a) mean· stomach fullness, mean 
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St. Philips (all stations .. coinbined): mean 
stomach fullness and mean intestinal fullness of each 
sex div~ded into intervals of time. 
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I ~~ ..... st. Philips .· (all · s ta'tions COJI!bined): mean 
.. ~ ol, • 
" 
.. 
,• volume of food of each sex divided int,o intervflls qf I, 
I " "'"' I ,•, II r-.: ...... 
-
. time·.· May.~ June7 arid Jul y are combin~d in the males. 
'• . I ,. , . ',• ,_ 
Vertical· lines are ± 2, P,tandard deviations, trun·cated . . 
. ~ at o· and 9 .• 00 · cc ~ 
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I . 
p · . . .• \ 
. . . , perio~ indicate that they were fe.eding at a maximum 'level for the year 
~ 
• • 0 
' . . 
" • .. • • • ' 0 (Fi~ure 24). · Feeding in . the: females·remai~ed . high through_ June and 
. 
July. Winter fl~unde~s w~!e absent - fr~m · st. Phiiips.d~ring August,, 
0 ' 
thus none were collected. 
: ' 
ny S~ptember their feeding intensity had 
• 0 • t 
I ~~ 
begun to de.cline from the level of . Jul}e · and July, especially in Stat:U:>n 
• I 0 I I 
I 
~;---; 
heavily in ea'rly · Octob~·r (Figure 2i), unlike Stations B ;and .C. Reeding : 
·by St. Phii.ips~ flounde~~ . cea~~d .in earl; .~ovember~ . /~} ~t · . . . . · · 
. ' 
, The percentage .vOlumO.ampl~ Ot eacil grouP ·of: food 
~rgani~m·s 1 of wi~-t~r~·fl~up~ers. .· , each st~tion are ·~iven in.Appe~~f.ce~ ·. 
G-K • . . The pri_ncipal faod organi.sms o~)~o~~ers taken .from North Arm 
0 





Station A and algae and polychaetes in· Station· B. Sand tube polychaetes 
' I ' ·' 1' 0 ' 
I. . . • ' • • • • . . 
acheiy~d importance mainly at the end of the feeding _ se~son in both 
. /. . . . ·. . . . ·. . . . . .. . 
stations~ Of lesser. importance in Station A ··were pelecypods and amphi-< . . 
~ . . . .. . . 





~ . .. ' 
' . ' : 
• • !' 
.. 
. ' 
... .. . -
pods, and :i.'n Stationll' ... B ,oligochaetes, ~pelecyp~d~, sea . a:n~mones (Acdniaria~ 
. .. . ' . . . .. . . . . . 
a!ld cumac·eans. Four of ··the seven flounders collected· in Station -A on 
~., . , , . . 
. . ju'tl~- 19 h~d been gorging on ·dead capelin, MaZlo-t~s v~llosus. (MUller), 
. ,. .. . . ' ' . 
·t:h~s. ~~peli~ remains comprised 93 pe~_cEmt o.f the1 t~~al vohnne . of foo,q . 
of. th~t sample. Fish 
·taken· from ~-Station · B. 
. . . . 
. ; ·. · .. 
. . ~ 
r .emains were nQt. includeo in the diet of flounders 
.. ). . .; . 
Of the . stomach ·.contents a·£ the JuneS and 19 
' .. ..... , I 
sample~' f .rom · Stat~on A, . 2 percent 0f the foriner s~mple · con~ii:ited ·of. 
what appear~d t9' be ·.winter .flounder ,eggs and .·o/ " the." 1't~er ·samp;~,": ~ --- . ·.· 
, o ' t,) I > , • 
. ' 
flo'und.ers f_i:oin Station B · 
0 
. . 
eggs. ·· .. F·~.sh 'eg~s ~1?peared 'i!' .~he 
1 
~fet __ of 
on 'July 3 only.~ 'They were identified .as capelih eggs fr?m· one fish of· : ;'-
. ~ " . . . 




: ·t · 
' ·J • • . ' 
.. 
"'• 




• ~ • o, • 
' . 
., . _-





. . I . : 
I ~ 
• f •• 
... " ; 
' .. : 
·t· s.• 
'• 
the. ~ample; eggs froii:l the stomacher-~£_/ two other fish were to<weil 
· digested .to be· identified. : The eggs ·of. these thr~e .~~sh'_ mi?'ed wfth 
un_identif1able ·.org_~nic matt~r 'and deb.ris, formed' 57 percent of .th'e 
. - . ' \ 
.· 
total food volbme ·of the sample~ 
.· In· st·. Philips .tHe chief 'too~ organtsms of winte:r flounders 
taken from Station LA were polycha,etes· a~d chi tons (Polyplacop~ora). 
. I . , . . \ . . -
.· Also important were -sea: urch;ins ·cstrongyloaentrotus droeba,ahienses); 
' ) 
algae, sea (Gastropods); and b:rittl.~ Ejtars 
.. . 
1 (Ophfuroidea). Of the d~rs·. tak~n from Stqtion B ,: algae was the ·. · 
frincipal re~ognizable fo . Se~ anem?~~~·were im~~~~an~ ~n·~~ dates, 
June 27 _and September 6. Of · lesser importance in 'Station· B were . • 
. " 
polychaete a, pelecyp_od~, ainphipotls, . ·a~d sea tir~hins • . .. In . the june 11 
j ' . 1., 
· sample from . Sta'tion B fish rema~ns comprised 91 percent· of the . ."totlal 
h - I '0 • • 





. •, . . . . (\ 
on fish remains. ~ese remains included ·la~g~. e:r~~ whi~h indi_cate : ·"' ' 
that' they, we,re not cap~lin. In,. the July. 25 sa.mple· froni Station B one 
of thre·~ .. flot,tnders collect~d .had bee~ f~eding on capelin eggs. · Mix~d . · 
.. 
• r ., . , 
together ~ith uni:dentif;Lable organic' ma~ter and 'ciebiis t the~e c~m~ : : 
' . . 
p~nents forme.d.llrJ 1 percent of the total food vo!um~ of· th_e sample. · A~ 
.. \.--. . . 
least 40 pe+cent of the ~otal volume (a visual estimat~~ was eggs • 
.;: .. j' . . 
One·. of tlie four flounders taken from Station C ·on· July 25 had a~so 
i, :!_ 
:been e~tin~ capelin eg~s, which together ·with unidentifiable . organic ' 
. . . . \ . .. . ... . 
matt;.~r l:l;Ud debris comprised 98 percent of ):he total food VOlume .Of ... · , · 
.. the s~ple. . AJ?~r~xitpatety 9o per~ent:. of the . tbtai volume <ag~in a _. 
. . • . . ,J . . . . . ' : . 
' -
. ·· visual estimate) was eggs • . The only other food· org~nis~ of any 
. s;Lgnifican<7e -found ln. flo~~ders from ·Station 'c was the sea urchi~," . ·. 
I •'• 
. . . 
~· . . 
. f. 
' I 
... : •, 
. 
• # ' . 
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Q • • 
which ·occupied i6 perc'ef\t .an.d . 2 percent~ of the total· ~.ood volume on 
\ ' . 
./I 





. ' ' 1 .., 
' ~.Seven floudders coflectel}. ,on August 10 from 'St. Thomas c.ov.e; I, 
Si 
. '(~igure i') had been feedl.ng .. ~)\C!Usiv~ly on capelin I eggs,' 
I .. . • , 
,, 
.. 
' .. c. · Seasonal Mov.ements 
, . . .. 
\ -· 
I o. 
-, . l'able 4 give.~. 'the '.tagging dates, the number of fish tagg~d on 
' t o ' t ') I \, I 
· 'each date, and the tag returns made in .each statioh. ' It :is evident· . 
. . . 
., I - • 
. thtlt nearl:YO).all . tag · returns w_ere made in th,e stations in which 'the 
. . .. . ' . ' ... .. • < 
' ~ . 
' 
ob~j~V~~ flounders Ware tagged, The exceptions were three returns' 
ma.de in . St. 'Phil;i.ps Station C of fish- tagged in Statio~ B, and these 
. . · I . I 
. 
. · were ,all made at . the mtd of the Station c · transect which is n.ear 
' Station B • . ·' . 
· The ·results of . the counts on each sampling date are given in 
- Figures 26 ·and; 27 and Appendice~ L and M, and. a~e; ,.expressed as ~?e 
, I 
.·. 
. . . 
mean nl:Jmbet of winter flounders' per 300 square m~t~r ·count, . Because 
: it'was ~ r~~uired in 'so~e of th~ stati~t.ical' ana,lyses, t:fie portable. 
' ' 
"'quadrat counts'were d 'oubled _to ·give mean ·.fish .pe:.; 300 square .'meters, 
' • . t . • , • • . 
. r ~ . · · . . . . · . 
. a~d counts in North Krm Station B a·£.ter April ... 11 were transformed 
from mean' fish per 420 ~quare meters to me.an· fish p~r .300 s9uare" 
meters. 
~ · . 
'· 
· .. ·. For each station Table •5 gives th~ .F .. value ·and respective· 
. . . - ' .. . . .. 
'- · ~ -
, " I) • • • ~ • • • 
. . probability level' for the analysis of variance .of ·flounder · abundance· . 
• • • .. : ' ff • • .; • • ~ . • . • ' • ~. 
· . amon_g ·sampling dates. -Signif·icant · diffe"re.nces i~ . abundanc~ ~lth tune, 
. . ( . . 
from Duncan '5 new multiple.· ra~ge · tef?t, . are .·giyeri ~n Fiogu~~ 28 •. Though 
' . 
' I 
. t~-~-F ·v~l~ fo~ St. Philips . Stati~n~ ·A was insigni'fi~ant ('I S.ble . 5), t he ; 
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' . . 
Informa-tion for 'each station on tagging .·dates, 
the numoer of winter flounders tagged on 
each · date; and tag returns ~ade 1 
• o ' • 
' 
~ 
•\ •rag returns · 
. Station. -~. Tagging N~bet c 1 




o• tagged ·of dete · tagged ' . 





April _ - A'April 15 North Arm 15 . 48 · June 7 \ 1 ' Sta. 
·. 
. .. 
station A May 27 -: 34 June 25 2 Sta • A May 27 
. 
16 ·• 27· . 
-
June, 7 July 31 1 St-a. 'A May 
"-
'· 
..,Aug. 26 ·1 St;a •. A M~y - 27 
' 
I I I _, (lpr-.-:-
- Aug. ~8*. 2 -.·. Sta~ A . ,,. . • 
-· 
- \ 
e· Sept. J,.l* 1 sta:. A-... 
\ I 
. ' 




- Dec. 5 1 Sta· • . A,. ·May I . 27 
-














North Arm 38 15 1 sta.. B June :.15 June I 9 f Aug. 
Station D .. ~ June · ' _15 1'3 Sept. '21 .. 1 · Sta. B June · ··15-
' 
. , 
' 14"' dct. ' 
-
i 
- ' Sept. 21 25* 1 . Sta. B 
' 
...
' . f 
. ' 
• .Dec • 18 1 S~a. B Sept. 21 
' I I . . 
• ·' 
0 . ~ 
St~ Philips_ ' ' I • 
-
·Station B - July 15 24 J~ly 22 I , 1 Sta. B July · 15 . _, 
' 
. : 
- July 22 25 Sept. 
' 
· 6 1 Sta. B July 15 
. ' 
-
Sept. 28 I ' 38 Dec; 13 ' 2 
. 
Sta. B Sept. 28 : 
. . I , . . 
St. Philips Oct .- 5 35 . Oct • . 18 , 1 Sta. 'B July 22 
Station. C Nov. . 16* 1 Sta. ~ -
' 
' 
. . ' 
; Dec. 14 . 1 Sta • . B Sept. 28 
. . ' .~ .. , ) 
*Tag ntimbeti. was· not -obtained, there_fore tagging date is unknown • . 
: .-
1 
**Collect,ed by· di~ing 'staff of t~e trine ~-cienc~s: Re~ea~ch · Laboratory~ 
·, ' ' . 
I' ' 
··-: ' t ' 
. : . .: I . 
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st:. Phili~s: for each station tl}~ mean· number 
~ 
.; 
of .. flounders per .. 300 meter count each sauzPlin'g square .on 
pr~t~ction · le~el) sho'14's s·~&nificant 
S1 (= ~ s.ignific~nt a·t · the o. 05 ·\ 
~~und~n~e 
. ~ \} changes, in 
. ··'· . .... 
da"te (from· Appendix M). 
~ . 
I l , . I 
·w'it}lin . 'stations' on adjacent sampling 
·~ .. . : / . . -
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: .· . 
iQr· each station 'an .analysis ~f :the abundance 
I - ;..- --
' 
'd.ata amc>ng sampling dates ·using Duncan's new multiple 




range test. Dates are rankeq-according to ~e~reasing · 
numbe: of;:mean _f;f..sh pe~ c;.ount. Any two mean~ u~d~~? 
... _ 







-,---.:...: :...-______ _:··'---' _ __ 2s~c~o~rc!';e"'d'---"b'.J.y_..·t""h""e'---""s~am.....,e"-;-· __.l..._i_na _are_not-signi.f.icant-ly- ..i.-'--:-....:__-'-----------
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(a~ N_orth Ann, Station 




' Sept. 11, 
Feb. 22, . 1973 
June •19' ·. 
~ 
June . 5, . 
' 
. 
Nov. t, . 
I 
. 
Feb~ 2, .+9fi3 
- ..!.-""·'~!' 24 ' "'i ' . Oct. 
" 
,. 
Feb • ~4, l973', 
- ' • 
Sept. 25, 
. 






























i, ' 1974 
-,. 
.. .. 















































Feb • 23, 
Nov.·. B, 
Nov • 22, 
Aug. 29, · 




Dec. · '18, 
'. ·, 
.• 
North Arm, 1Station 
Mean fish/'count 
-
1973 . l88.0 I 




















May .11, . 
~y 23, 
Feb. 1, 1974 
. 
June ., 6, 
. 



















18 . ~ . 













12-. 0 ·"'&,...) 
. '::'< . 
9.5 . ~ . 
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(c) ·st. Philips, Station A 
Date Mean fish/ co·unt 
. : 1-Ma--y-.-2-9-. __ --.:...,'----3 -.·0-.-· ~--..... _+-N-o-v-. -1-6-,-. ---2-8-. 5--,-------~ ·-· 
'June 12: 2.0 Dec. 1~, - 1~.0 o·l· 
M"ean ·fish/ count • 
.. Oct. 3, 1.5 July 11, 11.5 
Mar. 20' 1973 
I May 18, . , 
July _10, 
' Jun~ 26, 
Sept. _4, 
Sept. 18, 









Oct. 3i, . 
Nov. · 1S', 
,I 
. ' 
.. . :' 
L 0 Nov • · 1, 9 ·. 0 -
1.0 : Oct. 4-, .. 8.5 
' 1.0 . Sept. 19, 8.0 
























7' •1973 2.0 





Mar. 19, 1973 











































' . ' \ 




. (e) St. -Philips,_ Station 
0 . . Date Mean fish/count 




Nov. ·16 14.a . 
. ' 
/ Sept. 19,· 12.5 
r. ~ I Dec. 14,., 12.5 
. 
~, Oct. 4; . lo.a 
" ' 
'No_v. 1, 
'. 4.5 /. 
,. 
Nov. · 29, I 4.a ' 
' 
' July, 11; 3.5 
.-




Ju_ly 25' 0.5 
I o . -
. Aug. 8~ - ·a . 
·-
Aug • . - 22, 0 
Jan. 25, ~~?~~ -· ·a -
' 
,; 
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•. 88 
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' I (I ; • 
·.... . ·~ .. ' -. . . ~ ~ , : .. :. 
: 
. TABLE' 5 
\ • :,--1 . . .... 
F va~ues an~spective ptob~bili~y ~e~el~ 
.for the a~ys~s of variance of .mean fish 
(' I?er count . among 'samplinf1 da_!:es · 
'' 
. 
·' · . 
I . ' I \I 
, I 
S~at.ion 'F \ . Probability Level .. 
. 
-
North Arm, Station. A 9.65 < ·0~005 
·Not"t:h Arm, Stati-on .B 9·6.4.9 ~ < 0.005 
' 
St. Philips, . Station A 2.10 ' 0.05 ·<· p <. 0:10' 
I ,, . .. ;• 
St. Phi~ip~. Station· B 12.81 
.. 
- <=0.005 
... , ~ . . . 
.. •' · 
. .~ 
St. Philips, Station c 19.99 . ' <; o. 005 · 
. .. 









· :North Arm Station A 'vers·us ·station. B and. St~ Phil-ips·· 
Station B ve~sus Statio11 C. Prooability-:J..eve.l,,s · ·. 




po,;rth Arm, s'tad.on . ~ 
v~rsus; Station B 
, 
~ ' 
St. Philips, Station(;B 
versu~ Station C 
• ' ... 0 ~ 
,i : ~I 
• <. • 
' I'. 
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. .. _,~· . . -,.; 
I , 
. . ~ 
I : ••·• . • , :. 
-.i 
.. . . . . . .  
: .· 89 \ .. ··' 
. . ... , •) 
. . 
. . :. ~~~ . . ' 
- ,1 ' • • • t / . . • . • ' 
· abundat1t;e -d~tct of · that ~t~tion was analyzed by Duncan's test i;;ince the· 
·-· . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 
· proc~dure :lJ1a::b~' .'ut:J.ed ,r~Jardless CJi the ' _s_i~ificance ·?f F (Steel and 
Tor'z:.ie, ' 1960). .In. ·Figu~s 26 and :'2'7 the significant changes in abundance . . 
.. .. . ' 
on adj<}cent sampling _dates_ in eac? station are marked with an "S". 
The results of the. x2feests .for ,hom9geneity of abunda_nce data 
for North Aim s 'tcltion A versus Station B and for &t• Philip~ .Station B 
versus Station C are"given in Ta~le 6. 
\-
,That· seasonal movements of winter flounders oc.curred in North 
Arm and St~ Philips ·is evident from the significant changes in abundance 
'which occurred with. time in each station .(Table 5, Figure iB). But 
the. highly significant x2 values obtained (Tab,_~e 6) indicate that · · 
• ' • I 
movements were not the same_ in North A~ St~tions A· and B," or in St. · 
\ . 
Ph~lips Stations B- and C. This interaction of the variables time and 
-~---'~-------~tation~:ULappa'rent-·in North · Atm in -February,---;:lune-and--1rogrrst1~oer. ~----. -
. ' 
(Figure 26), and in St. Philips in mid-October and mid-November 
(Figqre .27) .' ._' · 
• ' r' I 




_ .. _when the surveY," __ began· in Fe]?.ruary, 197) winter :flounder numbers . 
. 
' ··' . . 
: . , were ·relatiyely high _in• ~~tion A and very high in Station,B (Figure · 
J ' •' :. 26~. · The .FebruafY 23 count in Sta,tion B was _made at ' the greatest ., . . . .. : .. . . . . . . . ,' 
de,Pth Of tha·t st.atioh' (Figure -2), .and may have involved 'a single·'' large_ 
con~entration of fish. If this was so.then the abundance value . obtained 
would not h~ve been represen~~i~e of abun~~nc_e · ~hrough~ut Sta.tion ,B. 
- "" . ' . 
By late Mcirch -flounder abundance in both stations decreas'ed ' signifi: ... 












' . .. 
. i 
.. . 
....... · . 90 
- I - · 
. / 
ip. a somewhat different location than that of February 23, 
.. . 
. ' 
is pos.sible that the large concentration of February 2.3 remained 
., 
in Station B through March. 
I. 
. . 
Observation_s through ~pril ;Lndicated : that winter flounders 
. ~~ . -
wet"e conc~ntratitig in Station A. Very few were observed in Station B 
... 
~pril 11 ~he~- a· large botto~ a~e.a was s~rvey~d (including the 
" depth where numbers· were high on ~eb·ruary 2;3). Abundance in 
. I 
Station ncreased insignificantly from March. 27 to April . lO, and· 
. . . , 
' ' 
. I , . . ., ' , . 
flounders were abundant ~n the- center region of Station A on the tagging 
. ' ' ' 
dive of April 15-. 'The . io.fatic;ms of lthese three ·dives. in Station 'A · 
I , . . . 
overlapped. . Thus abundance appears to have been increasing . in April 
. . . 
.in ·station A. But between Aprf.l' and May .flounde:s once again moved 
out of Station A. The· dec~~ase ·in abundance was not s~atist.ically 
!. ~====~------------------
. ( 
signif~cant, ·but q~d a count been made on April 15 when flounders.. were 
t ... ' I 




this period numbers in Station' B rose ~lightly but significantly, which 
. ' . . 
\o 
_. ." may hav~ been due to movement ."of fish ,from ' Station A to· Station Band 
. . 




. . ( 0 
. ' 
. In e~rly June a significant nutnber of winter flounders moved 
.. '·_.. rapf~~y into .~tat~o~ A;, .n~mb~s ~ec·~~~sed insi~ifica~t~y in- St~ti?n ':8 • 
• •• ~ • _.. • • J 
, •. A tagged ~l~o~ndet::/. wa~. obttved in Station A on June 7, tagged . tliere 
. . . . Ap~l 15. IT~~s was . t~e -fi~~t.:~;.j~ .re~_~rn since the growing April con-.· 
cent'ration moved out in m_id-lt\prill ·and .~ay indi_cat~ that it was this 
;; 
same stock which ret~r11ed in uune. Fiounders Jere agg~egated near 

































~hrough .June as abundance continued at- relatively st~ady levels. W:fnter 
flounders were ~lao ~abun_d~p.t at a posi~ion on the south,ern ·shore · .~t the ' 
mouth of North Arm (Figure 2) on J~~ 22, at depths' of...~-7 4 5 m. Few 
. .· ' 
·, ~ ·. . . 
fish were observ:ed in Station .D on June. 22 (Appendix t). . Thus it . 
. 
. 
appears that the flounders . of North Arm· were concentrat~ng al0ng. the 
. ' 
· ' 
. . . 
shorel;Lne in-June ,'.particularly at t~e bead and mouth of the inlet; 
11 . 
In the second half of June the majority of winter 'flounders 
fo~ed p1,1t of Statio~ A. They did not concentrate in Station B since. 
abundance there remained very low. Therefore they must have moved 
. th:o':lg~ Station B to a. new location, possibly in· d~~per w~er. 
.· 
few flounders that retruiined in Stations A and B thr6~gh J~ly formed·· . 
... 
loose aggre~a~ions in _th7 f3hall9wer water · near shore. On J~ly 31 a 
.tagged fish was observed in· Station A, tagged there on May 2i. This 
. . ) · . . ' . 
. ~ . 
. was the. first tag_r_eturtl.-..:Since.:--t:he--em~grati-on-i.n-tatter. Jun~, and 'may 
have been one of ·the first a.'.t;rivals of the 'Augu!3t influx into Station 
A • 
. , 
In t:he first ,half .of Al.\,gu~t winter flounders -began moving into 
t 
' 
Station A, . though the increase in_ abundance ~as 
was no change in flou~de~ numbers in Station B. 
not s~gnificant. ·. There· ·/ 
Aoundan.t!e in Station D 
' . 
·was 'greater than' · i~ Stat:i~n 'B but less than in Station A. · Flounders' 
. were . very rare in' the shallow wa~er '.at the sou~hern 'Shore.. of the mouth . 
. ~-North ~, unlike the other regions. .A tag return in -5tatio~ B· on . 
. 'August 15 was . ~he first ?f forty-~ine fish tagged there in June to be 
' . 
observed and may have been ·. among . thOSf7 migrating into th.~· shall~ws of · 
North Arm. 




















I \ \ 
\ '· . 
a-• • • 
. .r -
' -
' . , I 
flounders :l,nto North Arm. 
" d . The increase in ab~dance was ' !=~ign_ificant in 
both stations, but th~re were many more fi~h in Station A than in 
·. 
' ' 
, 1 • ·- • 
"'S.tatiof!. B • . Flfunder den~~-ty - ~n ~tation .A·was_ a~ a maximum f~~ the·y~ar~ 
, There was little chang~ in abundance• in ~eptember in S~ati~n A; a , small . 
. . ' . / . ·, 
but si&nificant decrease o<Jturred in Station B and may· 'have be~n due 
. to continued movement into Station A. 
• I 
• ' .k \ 
More ta~ returns occur~ed during 
' ' .. 
' -
this peak in numbers in Station A than at' any other tip1e of t?e year 
I .. • j I 
. -. 
(.t.ab1e 4)'. There were also two tag returns in Stati~n ·B in that period 
of ,fish tagged ~here in !une. Thus i~ appears that the: stock 1of 
Iff j . 
, . 
flounder.s which moved iJltQ ~orth Arm in August included fisli which·· h'B.d 
I 
been present the~,. earlie~ in the yeitr. This p~ak in, Stati_on . A~~s · t> 
··'· . s~gnificantl¥ /greater- than the \'~ak which · occurred. ih June (Figil~e 28).. 
/ ~i ~ 
~n September flounder abund~nce in Station A decreased sh~rply. 
~ There was a small and- -i-nsi--grdficant increase in numbers in ..Sta~ion 
... . . ,' 
I • . 
-
B, i:ndicatin~ tha_t most of -the flounders ·Which we,r.e in Station A moved 
beyond -Station ·. B. 
• -! .~ On October ·10/11 the numbers of flowiders iil both stations w~re 
~ow. 
I 
• 1 -t ' '\ 
By October 124/25 flounder abun,danc~ in both stations 'ha.d in- . 
.· ,· 
' . · cr~ased signifi~antly to approxim~tely the · a~me · ~evels a~ those just 
I 
' I . . 
pr~or to October 10/11. lt is probable 't.hat the fish move'd ·to so~ewhat 
,' . "' 
'I · ... 
~ 
., 
. ' . 
. • . I I ,. - . 
deeper water beyond Station B in ~he .interiin, ,for a reason to be 
~~scus~e.d later ,I and then re_turned to ,the·, shall~~ ~ater of Station B. 
• \ ~ I , I I ' .. 
w' and especially Station A: ~Y early Novem~r abuq_dance · iri. Station B ~ 
J . 
·· had risen significantly to . ~he le)e~ of Station A • . This . su~ge~ts 
... 
f~rther movement. back into. shallow water~ These flounders in Station~ -
' . 
,. ~-conce.ntrat~~ ~-i~.ly in ·the deepes t r e gion of the station, just as 
• • I 
' .. 














they were on February · 23, 1973·. Most of the fish in Station A were 
also fot!-nd in the de_epest water~ This d~pth distribution ,..c6ntinued 
until the end of the survey. · · 
Du!ing·· November flounder ab(~1anc~ d~~reased significantly in . 
·Station A, whfle ~umbers in S.tatio_n\~-;~rem~ined unchanged, indicating 
I 
I 
a 'movement of fish out of the sh~llowe_s't . depths of North Arm. ~y 
. . . 
early December the major_~,ty ' b.fl~lounders had also moved out of Station 
. . . . . z.{ I ) •• • • 
· B~ Through December abundand~~p in ·St-ation A fell to the lowest levei 
. . j . . · . .. . I 
to .that d~te and remained very l~w ~nd.l countil'\g was terminated in 
. early March. Abu~dance ·.in · Jation B decreased' more gradually but 
- ~ . . ' 
· ', '),J· · fignificantly from Decen:~er to a vecy low level in early March. .. 
· '/', J' / -'-. Fro~ in~d-December to earJ,.y ~rch the abun~ance of wintet; _ 
_ _ __,_·:--;....·/;~}_.:_-:~;__~·-· ___ f=lo=-u=n::.:a.:..:e::.:r::.:::fi in Station B was ~o~s_fa_t:_en.t,J..y_greateLthati-in-Sta~io?~---· --_-·. 
it ';i. J ., 
. ,  ~~ - A simil'ai distribution was apparent . the pr_evious February alth~tigh. . 
. I ~ · 
there wer~ many' more fi.sh in s'tations A and B that winter·. 
• "' q ~~ .r~ . 
On Ap'ril 8, 1974~ the diving staff of the Marine Sciences 
I I . .. . -,. ... ,:;.. .. '\ ·~ . . 0 
,/ . '" . 
Resea.fcll Labor~tor·y 'collec·~~d winter flounders - from .. North Arm for 
. .. 'f 
-~- ,laboratory use. They surveyed ~hr region b:.twee~ . . ~tad~~s A and B_ ~ 
' 
. , and observed _very few flounders. But, ~n a location: near the southern 
shor e bordering' on Station A they found· a · ,concentration of· '~hundreds 
. I • 
.of flomiaers;' in approximately .6: m of water. This . concentration ~as 
. ' . . 




definitely not there on March 1. They recovered a tagged flounder, 
tagged in ,Station A on April .\_5, 1973 • 
. To sunn:ilarize, rei~tively _large numbers 9,f winter f lourtders . 
were pr_esent- in the ·shallow waters of North Arm ip February, April, 
. . 
' 
1. ·June, late August/September, and late October to November. · Numbers 
'• 
. 










.· ; ~ 











·were inuch lower in March, May, ~uly, mid-OctQber, · .. and ~ecember to March 
wJ:ten counting ·ended. 




Winter flounders were abse~t. from St. ' Philip~ durii£ February, 
/ ! . • 
I . 
March,. and Apr~l of 1973· (F;l.gure 27) ~ In May some · :is~ i~ve~ ~nto th~ .. .. 
area. Abundaq.ce r~ached a small But significant 'peak (Figure . 2:8) in 
. . 
Station l3 in ni~d-May, then decreased, ·af? numbers increased slightly but 
.. si~niflc~tl'y fn ~t$on A) and also increas.ed inshc;>re of Statioi\ _'B 
. . 
. . 
in late May ·and early. June. Thus ·a movement .into the shall:owest wat~rs 
was indicated, . ·but the nUIIlbers of fish involved ~as small. A dive in 
• • -~ . .. ~ -~. • • • 1 p • • • • 
Station D on Jun~, 1 revealed no flounders,- indicating perhaps that" no 
. .. ' . 
,.more ~ere . enterin~~:1j.h~ St ~ : Pp:i~ips regi~n at that . ti~e. 
. . ·? . ... 
The numbel}-~ of. winter ;1ounders in Station A remained v~cy low 
'I • ,.. ,, '"!( ' 0 • 
through June an~ July. _ Numbers in Station B increased1 significantly 
..,. 
to a small peak in mid-July. 
., 
May, t~~gh the differ.Emce ~as insignificant 
• j .. " . . 
. . . Thi~ peak was greater than that of "mid-
· Numbers in Station c 
in mid-July wE\re less than in -Station B and gre~Jt;er . than in ~tJ\ion 
'\ A, though. the · con~idenfe ~ limit's 
. \ ~ 
of '.tre abund~nce figures' overlap 
(Appendi.x M). Most bf the fish \' . 
. were located on a sandy bottom 
0 
. . . 
(Figure' 5) in the shallower parts .of . 
ob~erved at _St • . Philips in mid-July · 
I .. 
' 
·, Stations .B and C~ .which· are close together (Figure 3) • 
• .., .,, . Throu,gh . the -secon~ half of July fl~un~er abundl~e decreased 
. . 
in. t~e St. Philips area to .a low level. · The decrease in Station 1\ 
was significant. ·By e~rly Aug~st nearly all flou~ders had moved out 
.. · 
. ' .~ · 
. ·-
. . ... : 
.·' 





















A dive in _Statioit D , on A~gust 24 indicated· tha·t winter flounders 
~ . 
.I , 
· were also very rare there. How~ver, approximately one and one half 
. . -
. ' miles down the co~st at St. Thomas Cove, a shallow inden~ation in an 
• 
. . 
exposed coastline (Figure 1) with a habitat very similar to St. Philips, 
. . . . ' .. 
a dive on August 10 revealed a very large and dense concentration of· 
·., . I :- I g 
winter flounde'rs numbering probably in the . thousands. 
' 
centra ted' chiefly between 7. s· and 12. meters. Whe~her these fis 
gratetl from deeper water offshore or gathered from 
_. / . I 




In the fall and early .winter there was a greater abundance of 
winter flounders at St. P~ilips than at any othert time of the yea~·. 
Tag returns · in .Station B on September 6 and ~n Station C on· October 18 
of fish tagged in Station B in July (Table 4) show tlJa~ this stock 
I I ' , 
included flounders -w-hich we~resent earlier .in the year •. lJD!Iligra t.ion 
. . l ' " . 
began in early September- when more flounders were observed in all · 
I ~ "'\" , ' • • 
stations than were seen throughout Augus~_ (this is not· well indi(!ated 
in the . abundan~~ data). . I · The greatest. · abunda,_nce at that time -was noted 
~ ,; 
' in the ~eeper water of Station D w~ere flounders were found Hom 
apptoximately 20-23 m on, a sandy bottom • . Non~ were observed from 
- \ " 
. 24:-29 m on a rocky 'bottom. By mid-September · abundance ·had increased · 
. \, . - ' - .. " ~ . , 
'~' sign~ficantly ·in shallower ·Stafions B and ,C~ and to ·a similar level. 
Whether these flounders migrated from· d.eeper. wate~ offshore o~ from 
nearby inshore regions such as St. Thomas C~ve.,.is unknown. . Through 
~~ ' ' 1 I ~ \ 
~-
the .rest of September f1ouhder nUmbers in St. Philips remained 
,, 
. relative'l'y_ constant • 
. 
I . 




- i "; e. I o 





ISi~ificantly in Station. C ~nd. decreased irtsignificantly in Stati~n B:..' 
' . . . 
so 'that numbers in Station C. were much greater than in Station B.· By 
• I ' 
.Nov~btr . 1 the_i f~sh' had returti~d --t~, their distributio~ -of ear.}.y October. 
. . ' 
Abundance in both Stations ,B and . C wa~ restored to the same level as· 
I \ 
-.... • 'lt ' ' 
, ' . , ' .J... 4 
early_ Oct;.ober, and was similar in both stations. Winter floun.ders were: 
·. 
absent -in Station A from mid-October to mid,..~ov-embe.r whe~ count~ng· there Q 
·' . 
I' 
' 'i . - . . . -· 
·During the t first half' of November flounder: abundance' increased 
significantly in· Sta.tion B and insignificantly in Station C,' so that 
I -
0 
numbers in ~tation B were greatest. In 1a~ November there was a sharp .. 
and si.gnifi:cant ~e~rease in abundance in Hoth St~tions B · and C ~q '! 
' " ~ . . . 
· r_ath~r low lev.el, suggestins that the flo~naers had rapidly vacated 
I • • ; 
. --
-the St. Philips region. ~ divejn., No~embe:r 30 in'!. Station D indicated 
. '' .. 
---·,....'_· -----'Lhat- the stock -had not moved into that area; 80- the~t; ne"w J,oca~~on ·. 
remains unknown,. 
' ' • • f • ' • • .. "\~ __}. 
But the stock returned . by mid-December:, 7~ith a sign!-
: . - \' ', "- :_.{ . .. 
. 
.• fi.cant increase in abundance .occurring in both stations. .'r~at· th:is 
.. t •. - () 
. . 
was _the same s_tock is indicated by tag returns in· Stations B and .C in 
- . '
, I 
Decembe;r of fish tagged in Sta.tion ~ on September 28. · Ab-yndance in · 
.· . 
l •.::, ' • ,: ~ 
• • • • • 0(. • ) 
. -
Stat~on B in mid-December, when the s'tock returned, was s:l.gnificantly · 
• ' \. .. • ~ f ! !" • • •. 
- ,  
Tl'ljis may: be becau~e in December · 
: · 
lower than in mid-November .(Figure 28). 
the floun~e~~- ~ere \'sper~ed . eve~ly tlu:oughout -S~a~ion ,B', · .• and; ~~~e ~~­
aggregated in the shallow sandy region nearer to . shore. as on a l l 
_p _revious -~~tes. This change i~ distrib~tion cou~d r _esult t~ som~~hat 
lower counts. Abun'dance levels . in Station c in mid-Novetfiber ana mid-
•' ' 
., · . . ~--
December were similar, and on both -dates,. as alwaY,s, the f .. lounders 
' ~ 
.. \ 
were aggregat~d mainly at .the shallower -end of the transect. 
I • , . & ; 
,. . 
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~he stock of~_,'win.ter flounders' whi~h· was . present at St. Phi1~ps 
in the fall ~dearly winter had moved e~e~here. by Jan~ary, 1974. - ~n '\ 
. . .0 ' ~ . ~arly '.:ebtuar~ "..rherr cQu~~~ng end~d . at _ St. Ph~~l.~s., . ~~'t .flo.uJ?-d.ers were!. 
a~ ill absent. · . · ·- \ 
.. . 
.., ~ ' . "· To summarize, winter flounders were present .in the shallow 
.} 
f ~ l . .... 
.: ~aters of St. Philips is smalh.m,unbers ,from ~y to mid-J1flY and in 
. ·trg~;, nmnbO'rs' frbm' _;nid7Septemter . f<ht , i~as t ;id~~ecember. Flounders 
~er~ 
0
largely -absent dur:d'g ·February t 'o .Kpril; ~ugust', and late January 
- J ' .1." II 
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. 1 . t ... ~-- • -- --t" - ...:- I. • - __:_ _ .. 
· Qualitative information ._was -obtaine-d on seasonal .change's in 
_the abundance of winte~ flounders 1'n three locations on--.the Avalon 
.• 
. ;;-,... ,_ 
. \ . 
.. 
Penin~ula of Newfoundland • 
• ~ . ! 
Seasonal ·movements of the winter fl6under 
. . . 
.. ,) , , ' 
in·reg~on~to.the· south~est of N~wfoun4land have been described in ~he 
o r7 
. ', ' ( ' . . . . - . 
literat~re. These movemen~s will be bri~fly reviewed by re~ions fro~ 
. north to south·. 
.• ? . . - . • ' 
The seasanal movements of-winter flounders an North 
< 
,., \~ . 
Anh and St.· Phllips,.a~d ·~ their appar-ent causes wilJL then beJ.des.~ibed. -~ 
.. 
·, A general s~hene o~ . sea~onal ~.~oveme~~ of winter f~.ounders ,t_hroY,ghout : · · · ;,' 
-their range and. the cau:~a· oi · th~e ·~ovew~nts will be ~ug~estfd~ . . ·', . 
. . ... ,... . ' ' 
( ; , , ··. . 
A. 
- ' 
A Revie~'of Seasonal Movements I ·• 
--. - - - -- · --







L Other Ne~fourtdland Regions _ . ' . 
9 ( 
p ; r , \nv: ' 
" ' . a. l>Yer's Gulch, Logy Bay. - ~r's G~lch is a -~~11_, roc.~y- . 
''>"/· 'inlet"i-> in _Logy Bay on the . east~rn edge of tne ~valop ·Peninsula · (Figur~· ,1). 
. . . 
' :" . . "· .. ' .. ' 
" ..,. . ' \ : 
.o I ' 
·' The dept:l;l ·range in the gulch is approximately 4.·5-18.5 m •. Accor~ing· . ·., ,' 
. , • ., • ... \. . ~. . I . • , ' ·~ 
to Mr. V • .'Pepper (personal · communication) winter flounders 'were-present> . 
\I 
. . • ( ,- I 
there from August, 19721 when "hi~ obseryaiio~s 'began, · to tHe end of .. 
. 7. 
~ 
October. The flounders were a~sent from tqe gulch from November to .mid-
. 1 , ' 
May · oi- '1973, and then returned -to . stay untii the end of the f 'ollowing 
' , . ~ . I t , .. • 
September. Oti a' s~ndy· region outside the' gulch a't a depth · ofr appr9xl-
' ~te~y 37m Pepper observed - ~in~er flounders only ,during this~ummer 
·period. I~ early November, · 1~73 he: observed two .fish at this location· 
n 
" ~ 
' . . . i .. ., . ' 
and suggested tha~ they ·were remnants of the summer stock. 
. 
I 
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I :' • 
Thus the seasonal changes in flounder abundance in Dyer's Gulch 
. 
' bear greater similarity to those in St. Philips than to ~hose in North 
. \ 
I 
1Arm, · slnce fish .were present in the gulch only during , the SUliDD.er months 
• . I • I 
. . 
"and were abs~~t-through the wi-nJ:erJ 
- 0 ' 
b ·. Chapel Cove, · Conceptlort Bay. Chapel Cove is ljlituated on 
the north headland at the mouth .of ijolyrood Bay (Figure 1). It is I, J I • ,~ 
app~oximately the size of Broad Cove at St. Philips, and they h~ve 
similar dep:ths and bo~tom types. 
' B,et~een March, 1972 and .April, . 1974 Dr •. ~. L. Fletcher (personal 
communicat~on) noted the presence of winter flounders inside ~hap~l Cove 
·ai approximately~-7.5 m from late spring until early winter. During· · 
. ; 
.· 
' ~ th-e rest' o:f t ·he winter a~d sp~ing fish were found in a sandy region 
.· 
' . . 
' ' . . '\ . 
' outside th~ ~outh1 gf the cove in.appro~ima,ely 12-15.5 m of water. 
It t I I • <o 
··~-~ 
- While' f ishi'ng _>was .. conducted ·'in.s'ide the . cove it was not known if thez::e · 
- - . I ;. I . ..... ,. , • • I 
were also flounder cohc.Emtrations outside ·the cove~ .But during the . 
win~er and · ea~ly. spring flounders were largely absent. inside Chapel ." ' 
Cove·. ..,1 
' , • 1\. o I • 
Thus flounder movements ~n Chapel. qpve resembled those in ' 
() 
· S~ • . ~ ~hi~~ps~ that fi.sh were. present i~ s?allow water. ~ear s~or~ from 
I t .- ., ' I 
late spring until· early winter. "But·. du~ing th~ winter and spring when 
flounders ,were p~~sent outside Chape.l .Cove they were absent in the' 
' . 
St. Philips region. 
Long· Pqnd is lbcated midway 
l . ' between Nartb Arm ·and· St: Philips (Figure 1) •. It is a shallow (1-2), 
. \.. ,- ~ :,~ ' . ; . 




. . . 




















n~!row gut whi~h has been dredged to an average-depth pf 6-7 ·m to form 
0 
. a small harbor at the mouth. of the pond (Kennedy and Steele, 1971). \ 
. Kennedy. (1964) and Kennedy and SteeiE7 (1971) found wi~ter flotinders ·in 
Lo.ng- 'Pond in 1-2 ·~ ' from Novembe~ 1 until ea-t"ly June. During late J\me 
and July they moved in,to deeper water,' a,nd in August f,ew flo~(ier~ were 
-observed in the dredged area ('7-10 m). ·· Since there· is little food in . 
• l ... ' 
Long ·Pond (Chris~ie, cited by Kennedy and S_teele, 1971) '· these authors 
' . 
suggested that the summer movements may represent a feeding migration. 
The flounders moved' back intd the. dredged area ·in . Sept~mber and into 
the shallow water by October. Since the fish left Long Pond soon after 
I . . , ' ' ·, , . . . ·. . , 
spa~T a~d ·r~~urn~d as their gona~s b,esan to ripen, 'Kennedy (1964) 
~uggest~ that movements bf mat~res may~:· go~erned . by the state 'of 
the gonads. The immatures behaved in the same manner as the matures. 
Thus floUrtders were present during winter in · shallow water near 
4 •• l • • '. 
shor'e in Long Pond and Nor_t:h -Arm (1973), but not · in St. Philips, ·Dyer's 
Gulch: or Chapel Cove. During the summer 'months flounders moved out of 





'I • · 
!· 
~ong Pond,- as . they ·4id in North Arm in July and as. the few in St. · Phlli-IB .· . · .· '· 
/ 
did in August. Th·;s was not apparent· in Dyer's Gulch ~~ Chapel Cove. 
I 
•' 
2. Regions to the Southwest of Newfoundland • . 
In Northumberland Strait, which separates· Prince Edward Isla~ 
•• I) • • • • 
. from New Brunswick ,and Nova Scotia, winter f~ounders are found in· 
,; 
fJ I I 
. shallow, inshore water during spring and early s~er· at· depths of 
0 
. ' 
approximate~y 4-9 m. By _ mi~-summer they ~ve ~o i?t~rmediate depths 
(15-24 m).. as' wate:r t emperatures in the shallows exceed 15° c. They . 
are probably absent f rom the shi\llows during winter (McCracken, · 1963) > · 
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- ' . 
' 
· . • Passlun~quoddy Bay is on the New Brooswick-Ma±ne border and 
op'ens intq the. Bay of Fundy. McCracken (1963) stated that winter · 9 
--fl~unders m~ve from·the shal!ows ~f Pas~amaq~oddy Bay to nearby deeper 
.. 
. . . 
water in ~inter as the shallows become colder than .the deeper Wqters. I -·. 
I . • . . 
• "' 'l • • I • " ' ' ' 
Bigelow and Schroeder (19.53) repGrted that flounders - leave ·the s4allows 
' ~ I 1 I 
9f the bay .in win~er,unless the. year is a very ~il? one. In late· 
November Beamish· (1966) found .' winter flounders in Pa:ssa~quoddy Bay at 
46-64 m. Tyler (1971 b) sta~ed thaJ: winter. floundet;s are c.oncentrated 
~ . . . 
i~ the deepest' areas of the bay. wlten water temperatures a're at their . 
. minimum. ·rn the spri~g the flounders move bac~ to the shallows where 
they are abundant in summer (McCracken, 1~63). W~lls et al. (1913) 
I 
also ' fo'und .winter .flpunders in Bra?dy c~ve,. Pa~samrquoddy Bay in ~~er· • . 
· The ~ovemen ts of ·the .imina tures in McCr ac!ten' s stud~ wer~ similar to . . .. 
. . , . 
those of the matures • . Ty~er (197~ a) reported winte~ flounders on a 
r 
sloping mud bqtto~ i~ the bay at .depths of 38-55 m' t~rough?ut the year; 
their greatest abundance occurred in April and May. H~ 'suggested that 
they wete · moving through that· :region in April and May to nearby shallow 
! 
. 
ateas to spawn· • . 
St. !;fary _Bay, Nova Scotia is · a· ·~ong, gently shelving ~~y einpty.l.f!-g 
westward into the southern slde· of the mouth of fbe Bay of Fuudy 




f' (Mc9·racken, .' 19~3). Di'ckte and McCracken (1955) fotmd that large ·~d ' I .. 
I : 
int'ermediat:e sized . win~er flounders .ar~·-i~ ~ep wate·r. at the ~o~tli of 
the bay in early spring. By late March and April the larger, mature fish 
. ' · . . . 
... 
spread.along the sides of the' bay, principally into the shallows on ' the . · 
~ ~ : l • .; , , ~ • I •, \ 
sout h side where . they.~ spawn. · :rn May· and .June .they gradually move deeper 
' I • i • 
toward the ·lO ·fathQm c~ntour (18.5 m) ~where the ' intermediate ~sized fish 
··. 
\. I • . -! . ' 
.} . ! . '· 
. ' 























concentrate earlier in the season. By late July and early August 
I 
c~ercial si~Td fish seem 
shorJt:o :w fat~oms (37 m.). 
., 
to be a~ost 7venl~ distributed from the 
. ' -
In October and November they appear td 
congregate around the 10 fathom contour. and mov~ towards the mouth of 
. St. Mar~ Bay. MaGrackex:t (1963) conc~uded that flounders mo.;,e .f"rom 
~ 
... ·. . 
the shallows of St, Mary Bay · to. nearby deeper water in··winter as . the 
sh~llows become . co~der than the· deeper waters' return to .the shallows. 
, . 
in sprin~, and are abundant there in summer • 
. ' I 
Pubnico Harbour, N~va Scotia, which _i~ near St. Mary Bay, is 
:a ' long bay consisting prin1arily -of shallow .water flats. UcCracken 
) • ' • • : • <• ~1 
- ' 
; (1963) found winter flounders in ~~e shallows -·of Publ\ico Harbou~ in 
\ 
spring. In the summer he~ suggested that they move out of the bay. to 
· the · shal~ow-, c_ooler waters of the · open ~oas't as t .emperatu'rea · within 
. ~.... ,.___ .... 
the· bay. exceed· 15~ c. He stated that in winter they are probably 
. 
absent fro~ the sha~ws . ~f th~ ~ubnico H~rbou~ region. McCracken's 
data indicate that mov~men~~jof , immatures and ma~ures were similar, 
I .. • . 
. . 
·though,' the immatures may not, have left the bay .entirely during the "' 
summer. ~ .. 
At ~he head · of St·. ~rgaret '!3 Bay, .Nova · Scoti~t' ·ther~ is a 
shallow inlet system. · 
I . 
·The mouth of this inlet s'ystem ·into the ·bay 
, . ' 
is c~+l~d Head Harbou(;- ·L~vings_ (1973), at a s~pling depth of 17 "ni, ' 
' I 
found· that win'ter flounders enter the Head Harbour• region in the· ·spring, 
I • ., • • 
. 
remain through the summer, .and wit~draw gradually in the fall. 
. . 
He 
suggested that they spawn a~d feed at Head Harbour,, and return t'o 
<- • 
· .. · shallow 'wate.rs for ·overwintering. Duman ·and DeVries (l974) ·found 
. . ... , 
; ' 
. ·~~~ - . . . . -
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.days after the ice had llegun to break up. Levins (cited by Dunian and 
' ' 
~eVries, 1974) stated thattt in the northe~. part pf their ~{lnge winte:r; 
!" flounders occur during the winter in large numbers in ice ~overe~ 
.. 
. , 
I · . . 
shallow bays. 
I 
- . . 
· In tl:te Gulf of Maine flounders are generally , abundant in most 
s,hallow regions ~il summer, eHher t_{,. remain · over winter or move to 
·deeper water depending upon the temperat~re (Bigelow· e~:rrd Welsh, 1925; •. 
, 
.Big,alow an'd Schroeder, 1953) ~ The_se authoi_s reported an observation at 
: . _Tobod_~ ~~e _t~~t . t_emperatures near freez~~g -~riv~- /lounders _down i~to 
.· slight!~ warlner water. , The findings of Dr. J·. ':r. Cech, Jr. (personal .-_-
. . · • • 0 
· co~unic~tion) are in agreement with this. He noted that in Casco 
Bay~ , Gulf of Main~. m~st. ~lo~ders, espec:i.~lY. t~e large!'~,' ~tufe fish, 
'\;" . ' 
are· found in deeper water in late winter and early spring. In late 
' ' 
I ' 
spring· and sumriler they .. apparently mqve into .shallow areas an~ begin 1· 
fe~diitg:. In· shaHoW On~~ose~ :bays ~r. harbors north of' Cape Cod where . 
. exte~sive fla~s are expoled to high temperatures in summer and low 
temperatu~es in winter, flounders are present only in the spring and · 
fall (Bigelow and Schroeder, 195~; Bigelow and Welsh, 1925). 
0 
Immediately nqrth of.Cape Cod, in th~ Massa~husetts Bay regia~, 
. .-.;_, • I· . 
McCracken (1963t concluded t~at winter flounders are present i~ sha.llo'f, 
I) ' I ...1 
. 'inshore w~ter's during s.ummer and ar~ found offshore in' winte:r;~ 
.. . 
I • I • . 
In ~hese regions north of Cape ·cod (but southwest 9f Newfound- · 
· land) whi.ch ., have been rep~rted in the ;Literature it ~ppears, tha~ winter 
' 
flounders ar~ generally found insho~e in shallow water in summer - ~nd in 
I 
. deeper water, '<?ffshore in winter. The-e~ceptions to' this are·the . findi~s : 
I 
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' . . : ~ 
and DeV.ries (1974), who reported winter flounde~s in shallow;y. inshore 
., 
regions in winter.. In compat'i~ floundet,. movements in these regions tq 
those in Newfo.undland _it" appears that St. Philips, St: Thomas 'c~ve, Dye-r's 
Gulch, and Ch~pel . Cove . follow the general trend in that flound~~s in 
these locations are found in shallow ·coastal waters principally -in the 
' •' I ' 
J sununer and fall but not in the winter. Flounder distribution in North 
Arm (1973) and Long Po~d resembles that reported by Levings (1973) ana -
. ' I , . 
Duman and DeVries · (1974) in St. ~garet's Bay, in that flounde;rs in · 
.... \ . . ' 
' I 
. I 






<b ' : 
.. 
'south 
S~asonal .~ov·em~nts o1~ t _he winter -~l?u~der 'r_egions as ',far 
as Mar~land have· been documented . in the literature. Bigelow and 
-.Welsh '(192S) stated that migration of flounder~ ou~ t!) sea in summer 
; 
and back again , in winter is more ~haracteristic and regular south 'of 
Cape Cod than· in the Gul~ of Main~ w~ere movement~ are generally 
- ( 
reversed (se~ above)~ ~n Great Harbo~, - which is near Wo~ds Hole on 
. } . 
the southern shore of Cape ~ad, Lux and ·Nichy (1971) collected wirite~ 
· · .·fl,ounders . in a~·l months of · t·h~ yea~ at temperatures up to 21 .. 1 ° C and . 
. ,. 
depths of 0.6.-4~6 m, but found them scarce in winter. ~ey presUllled 
that .'during wj,nter the flounders move 'to estuar:ies to . spawn. Seasonal 
changes in catches of immatures . ~ppear to have .resembled those of the 
matures. I• . . 
.. 
In the W~e~tic River . es·tuat'y ," ·~.- ~?~11, . tidal .tribtit~ry of 
: - B~zzard 's Bay .w~ich ·borders on Cap& Cod, Smith ana Cole (1970) reported .· 
• j f ' O' • j ' ' 0 
-
that adu~ winter flounders en~er the estuary in late October, spawn 
franla~e february to' mid-April, an4 move offshore by early .May as '-
·,f. 
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I 
i 
temperatures exceed 15° C. ·-Juveniles were .fou~ 1i~h'ahit the estuary· 
\ 
··throughout the year. 
At the ea;tern end of Long . Island, New York is a series of 
shallow bays, one opening into the .next: Pe~onic Bay opens into .· 
Gardi~r~ Bay whi.ch opens into Block Island Sound.· The evidence .indicoces 
that in spring and summer, .4s water tem~eratu~es increase, the smaller 
flounders from Peconic and Gardiners Bays move to the offshore area att 
the mouth of Gardiners Bay soon af~er spawning; - the_larger fish .move . 
_, further offshore into Block Island Sound~ In the fall and·win~~r; with 
· a de~line i~ wat·er temperatl;lr~s, there appears to be a ~~turn movement 
i~ 
· to the inner bays. ·rhis is believed to be a spawning migration (Lobell,-
• . . I 
1939): · Tagging expe~iments .bY. Neville and ~erhnu.~ter J1.940) sub-
. 
stantiated Lobell's findings·. Merriman and Warfel (1948) reported the · 
ro ' 
greatest catch per e~fort of sample hauls from tl,i.e commercial trawl 
-. fish~ry in Block Island Sound from April to Novembe~, which c~rrespo~ds 
r ' 
' to th,e above findings. Mc~racken (1963) concluded that fis~ing ceases 
I 
'in Peco~~c and. ~ard~n~r~ Bays as . the b~ttom temper~tures :e~c~ 13-i4° C; 
winter flounders 1eaving these bayf:! move into water~ of:~less than 15° :c. 
, . . . -
- ' 
The floun~ers b~gin a return .movement into the bays as the temperat~re 
decreases to about 15° C. . 
I 
I I 
There is a spawning migration of adult winter· flounders i~to 1 • • 
·. the -Myst;c River estua~y, Znne'cticut in Janua~y- and February, p'rinci~--. --~ 
, I ' • ' ' I 
pally in~o ~h~. upper . estuary. In s~er large fisb are more c~nmio~ in 
• ' ~ I • ) I 
. . ' 
de'eper· waters (which wo~ld be in Bloc~ I.~land· Soupd), perhaps be·ci:lUse 
\ . 
• . 
~f_uncomfortably r hi~h. temp~ra~ure~ ~n· the ' shallows •. . The _seasons~ 
mov~ents of juvenile~ appear to be 'reversed, 'in that tbeir 'numbers a~"e 
, . 
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high throughout the estuary in ~ummer, but they. seem to mov.e out o£ 
.. \ .:,. I 
the estuary dur~ng the\winter (Pearcy, 1962). Huntsman and Sparks 
, . I I 
(192.4) found that s~.ll winter flounders have a higher :lncipient lethaL,' 
temperature than large fish, arid Pearcy (1962) .. suggested that this .may 
. 
. 
e~lain the difference in summer distribution beteeen' juve~il~s and 
' . 
adults. The r~ason for juvenile emigration in the winter is unclear~ 
L~w temperature may ~ot 'be the catise, sine{ Pea~.cy (1_961, .l96Z) noted a 
. . . 
minimu~ l~thal t~perature of· juveniles ta~en 
' -!.i, . ' . 
- ' . ' 0 . 
estuary in winter of -1.0 to .-1,5 C. Warfel 
' . 
from. the Mystic ~iver 
I 
and Merriman ,{1944) 
reported similar seasonal movements of juvenLles in Morris Cove, 
' Connecticut. , 
. f . . ... 
Saila (1961) reported,that adult winter flounders which 
( · 
' I 
were .tagged in· Green: Hill Pond, Rhode Island in 'winte~ migrated to .' 
offshor~ wate.rs in Block Islanl;i Sound in ~he suuuner. ,. In the .winter; and 
•, 
early spring th~y returned to the· shallo~ inshore waters to. spawn. 1· ~ 
l • ... ' ,. 
In Long Island Sound it 4ppears thB.t:t many .winter flounders move · 
Ollt · ~f the enclosed·western ~~d in tn~ spr~~and early S~er•, ' ~shift 
in . the . commercial .fishing effort indi-cates that flounders move fr~m the 
~· middle. to -the, easteru' entrance o.f the -~~u~d between January and April · 
. 0 
• ' 'I ' 
(Lobe~l, , 19 39). Tagging. studies· in t~e middle 'of Long island. S,ound by r i, -
· -Lobell (1939) and Neville and· Pe.rlmutter (1940) in April showed •that . 
. . . 
. the .majori,ty of tagged. flounder~ moved eastward. A number o·f thes,e__fish 
I 
moved out of the sound to other areas such as adjoining Block Island 
' I • I I 
. ' ( ·sound. 'Richards ·(19.63) noted ' an absen~e ·of adults .. from 'Lo~g Island 
Sound in winter at depths 9f ~and 17m. She 1 su~gested that they move . 
. ' 
to . shallower water to .Spawn.• .- She found that catches of juv~niles were 











,. · Merr.imaii's (1944) and P£arcy's p962) findings for juveni.les •. 
-· 
Lobell (1939) and Nevill~ and PerJ.mutter'' ( 1940) reported on 
tagging experim~nts conducted in Great South Bay, Long Island, New 
York. These w?rkers· have~~~onstrated.~ mig~ation out ' of the bay soon 
·after spaWning, chiefly through Fire Island Inlet, -to ·inshore ·waters 
'I 
along the coast in spring and a return to th~ bay ·during fall -and winter. 
~ l . J • 
McCracken (1963), comparing t~ese results with temp_er'!-tures reported 
by Perlmutter (1939), suggested that flounders move out of the bay 
' Q ' •' I before temperatures reach 20 C, but .remain near shore in the cooler 
waters of the outer co~st. 
' ' I . .. 
While diving in the Fire Island Inlet region 
I . , . I · 






there at tempe+atures of 17.2-24° C • . th~ ~~:.und~rs w~~e _a(ive .and , . 
feeding up to 22.2° .c. At higher temperatures they were inaetive • . · 
I I . . -
Lobell (1939) _ reported an abrupt drop.'in ,the sport · Cat'~b-·of winter . 
,. 4 • ' ' ' I 
fiounde~s in Mori'ches lniet:; w&ich i~ - nea~ Gn~at South Bay~ when water t 
temperatores exc~ed 21° c. This ma~ be d~e to inactivity a~ was 
.. 
. ' 
reported by Olla et at. (1969). 
. ' . 
'I 
In the bays of southern New Jersey winter flounders are very 
I • 
scarce in summer but are very plentiful there -in ~inter • 
. { . 
':Bay _man~ are cau~ht ~ro~ No,;e~r to .. early .J~e~ · b~t n~ne. are tak n . 
in shallow water there in •summer or early' fall (Bigelow and Sch 
' l . 
l (1~53) • · ' 
. •' ' 
Winter flounders o'f 25-27 ~ 5 cent;imeters· 'in length are · common 
in shallow Isle ·of Wight and -Assawclnan Bays, ~ear . Ocea~ ~ Ci~y, ·Mary~and, 
I • 
~rom December to May, but they appear to 'mig~ate offshore in late spring 
. I 
(Schwartz, 1964). . . 
- ' . . 
. I 
.. :.. ··' 
·.· 
J 
.. ~ '•. 
r 




Thus in nearly -all regions south of Cape Cod which have been 
- -
r-eported in the literature i _t appears that mature winter flounders 
I 
. 
migrat·e offshore to deeper ~ater in spring and summer and then return to 
shallow insho1;e waters in the fall and winter. 
I 
The seasonal movements 
. ,.. ______ 
··' 
._ . ..;:,. .~ o_f jtivenil~s appear to be in the opposite direction (Pearcy, 1962; ·. 
-~···· "' ' I • 
I • '\ "' ~ • ':~ha~ds,'l963; ·~arfel and Merr~n. 1944). Whe,p, c~parei t;o seasonal 
movements of winter ·flounder~ in New~oundland re ions it appears that , · . 
. I ' , 
those in Long Pond and to some ex~ent ·those 
mo';ements _ of fi~h sou.th' of .Cape Ood--~ 
'- I ' ., Q ~ 
Two. hypotheses have be~rt presented in the l~teratu~e to describe 
the seasonal -movements of the·winte~ f~ounder throughout its ·range. · 
' McCracken (1963) concluded tha~ P. _ameriaanus has ,Preferred .~emper~~ 
ture range' of · f2-15° C which controls its summer distribution~ In · 
summer north of Cape Cod he &tated_ that flounders remain in shallo~, . 
I I • 
inshore waters where temperatures do ·no~ exceed' 15° c. (for ~~mple 
Passamaquoddy and St. Mary Bays), ~ut in regions which do exceed 15° C 
- ' 
they move to deeper, ~opler water (Northumberland Strait) or to shallaw, 
- I 
cooler water (Pubnic~ Harbour). In summer . south of Cape Code he stated 
' . ' . 
that flounders move· .'out of ·the shore zone to offshbxt' waters as inshore 
tem~eratures exceed the preferte~. range • . The r~ports of flounders in· 
. . 
summer. at 21.1° c ·in Great Harbor '(Lux ~nd Nichy, 1971)_ and at 17.2-
. \y . ., co 
24° C in' Fire Island Inlet (01~ et at·., 196.9) · do not supP'or.t McCracken' f:l ,1 
·- . 
.. · hyp~thesi.s. ln winter north of Cape Cod . McCra~ken· _ stated· that' winter 
flound~~s move~~ deeper ·water as ~he ' shallows become -colder than th~ 
. •' · 
deeper water. The reppr~s . of. flQ~-~r_s ·in shallow water _ ~n win,ter . in , 
• • J • 





















I \ , . . , , o 
Ke~edy and,Steele, 1971; Leiiri~s, 1J73; Levins, ·cited by , Duman and 
:· ' • . . ' • .b 
DeVries, · 1974~· present _observations) do not ·support McC.racke~•s hypothesis. 1 · 
In the winter south of Cap~Cod . deeper water is,also warmer than the 
-· . 
........ \ .. 
·--- -- shallows, ·but McCracken ~tated ·that flounders are found inshore ;.pro.: 
.. 
,' 
bably because they are in a spawning condition •. 
.Kennedy and Steele (1911~ disagreed with McCracken's latitu~inal 
..., differences in moveme~~' . since they opserved movements in Lo'n~ Pond to 
resemble those s~uth of Cape Cod. They suggested that temperature 
' ~ ·~ preferences were of little significance in mo~ements i~ Long Pond~ as 
' ' 
(1973j_ conclud.ed for ·floun'der movements in St. Margaret's B!!Y• 
,. 
. 
Kennedy and Steeleyropoaed that 
inshore in relatively open areas 
in ;uOmer, ~inte~flound~rs r~ain 
such as Passamaquo~ Bay, St. Mary 
L. 
Bay, Northumberla~d . Strait, Long ~nd Sound,. and'Coriception Bay, , bu~ 
'that they lea+.· estua~ie.s' harbor~,' .. and b'arachois ponps throughot,.tt / . '. 
their range~ They suggested the possibility that these summer movements . · .-
., 0 .. ... 
. .. , .. 
. .: , 
may represe_nt feeding nug~a_t~s. . It is appar.en~ that ~e:rit?-edy._ and 
. 
Steele misinterpreted flounder ' movements. in NorthUmberlartd Strait 
' . 
reported. by McCracken (1963)', and 'those in Long Island Sound ~ported' 





B .. . Movements ' in ·North Arm and St~ Philips 
, . 
. • In the present study. a comparison of the data on~ (1) -time of 
.day, (2) state of the dde, (3) cloud cover, (4) water turbidity, and 
(5) , ~alinit~· wi~h ,win~er ·~l r\1bundanc~ revealed no -relationship_ · ·. 
between these fa~rs and·· floun~er jovem~~t- in Nofth. Arm ,.or St. - ~~lips. 
l'r. 
' . 
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McCracken (1963) -and ~evings (1973) reached the .same conclusion re-
'' 
' . . .. 
·' ' . garding salinity. · ~ 
, 
The evidence indicates .that winter f·lounders made no 'feedi~g 
migrations into North ~rm. Feeding i~ten:·ity ~mained . relalively st~ady 
, I . 
in th~ females from May to Oct~ber arid ~n the ·m~les from July to , · . 
• O~tob~t ,· (Ft,gure 19) despite larg~ flu~tuati~ns ~flo~nde_r ab~pan~e • 
(.C:igure, 26). Also, :f.~ does 'not appear ·.that, flounders moved into Nor_th 
. . 
Arm at any time to take advantage of . some particularly availabl~ food · 
• • ,l • • 
· 'organism (Appendic.es G and li). The heavy fee.ding on ·cap~iin by flounders 
I ,... 'I 1 
' ! . . \ . -
~ ~n Statidn A on June 19, causing a peak in the mean -volume 
' . . . . . . \ . . 
l a~d ZO), was not an exception to thi~'conclusion. , By June s flounaer 
~ I II 
: abundance had already .increased to the _level of. June 19, and, as is 
I . I . i ~ , , o 1 • . g 
described later, this was apparently a spawning mi~ration and ·nbt a · 
,-
feedi~g migr~tion. \ 
·' 




· It does not ~ppear ·that win~er: flounders made ~eeding migrations · 
~ .. 
. { . . \ . 
1 into St. Philips. The small peaks in abundance in Stations A and ·B 
. . \ . 
' I ' I -:. I I ' • • 
dUl:ing ··Ma-y, June; and July (Fi-gure 27) appear to ·have .be~n associated 
' G 
' I 
i'-.w~t!h spawn.ing, though . feetling was -~ntensive (~igures '21 ~rtd · 22) .• . Wind~r '. 
I ~- ~ ·- . . 
entered the St •. Ph~li;ps region _ ~~ Sep_tember ,and r~~ined unt~l 
But _it is up~ikely that this ·~as a feedi~g migrabion· since 
· flounders 
, I Deeembe~, 
feeding·· inten~i ty had begu_n . to declipe ~Y September and ceased i n ea~ly. 
I ' 
Novemb~r (Figur~s •22-25) •• The' data ·~n the percentage volumes of the 
' ,_ ' ' \ I ' • 
I • . I . . c c. I • I 
food · organisms support the'concltision that ~inter flounders did not make 
I \ ~ • • ' I 
feeding migrations into St. Ph~lips. Peaks in abundance were never· 
accompanied by high per~~ntage volumes per sample o~ any gro~p(s) of 















0 ~ • 111 
. •. 
. ' • 
_, 
wer.e n~ver- prese~t eo take advanta~e 'o{ some par~icula~ly. ~va~l~~le 
f ,• 
•food 6rganism. · 
'· 
·'• ,.
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e- .. ·1: Nortli Arm · 
0 • 
J 
W:Lnter flounders~we!e pr-esent in .North A.rm in the winter of 
1973 (Figure '26). · Wat~r temperature~ ~t that ttme we~e . 0° Co~ below 
··(Figu_r _e 6). Thus, as in other northern regions, the distribution of 
• n 0 • 
. · g · flounders in winter in. North Arm does not .s'!pport the hypothesis of . · 
. o ·,.. -M~~ack~~ (1.963) .. . " -. . ·. )'· . . . · , .'n. ' 
.· ~ 
. . 
. . In March the flounqers ~oved outi of StatiQns A •and B. Ice·~as 
blown intd North Arm on Mar~h· 7~~0 and M.ci~~h .30· when. water .temperat~res( · 
0 
. ' 
Si,:1ce the ;-freezing · temp~rature of the winter flounder .were below 0° c. 
0 • 
in.;the .pre.sence of ice. has been reported as -1.4 "± 0 .• 1 ° C (Duman .and. 
' e • • • ' • 
0 • • 
DeV~ieS~-' 1914J, it may be ·that the flounders,;moved to dee~er wa~er oto 
• 0 
avoid freezing ,of_ th'Edrl?tis~_ues. 
"1- • • ~ .. .. 
· 11 : • • _ • 'the . fJsh app~ared· t~ - be concentrating in ·Station A in April. 
" 
D~ring . Apri~' .19-26 ice· was · onC:e again blown irtto . North A-rm, gouging the 
• • ... - • . ~ 0 ~ ... 
u . 
· bottom· .in Station A. The flounders · once. again left the.shallows, 
<.1 • II • " ' ~ • ., 
" ·' l ' :· " t " • • •• • ' -
. ·. •. . pr~bably· , to· avoid :fr~edng and maybe to avoid mecbttnical inj_ury due to-
• <I' • • - '• ., • - ., • 
• ' \ 
• 
"' • I 
0 • 
• "!"' 
~ • ~ • • • • • • • • :1 
. _  the.-ice • . i b'unoance ~n ~ot.~ -.stati.ons . r,emai~_ed r~latively steady t;hrough 
.May... q ) . • . 0 • i . 
'; ,_l 
- . 
I~ June winter f lounders moved int~ the shallowest regions of 
M ~ " · ., "'~ ,. 0 O t • 
0 
v • .' North Arm. The number" o'f ·ripening or ripe and spent individuals indicate 
• •·. .. ' . . . . f.~ ' . . . 
that t~~, ~eak in. spawning .(Figures 11 and 12)~ coi n17ided with . this peak . 
. . . .. \ . .. I . · . t ~ 
i~ fl~~der rttanbers., ~ugges.ting ~ spa~ning . _~i.gration~ The fact .that 
: M ~ " ~~ 0 
. ·sta'i:ipn A appea~s to 'have been . the pri ncipal sp_awning .gro~nd in North 
• \> '·. ~ • • •c: .. . . . ~o· 
· .. .Arm would' account . to some · extent for the signif icant x2 obtatned· in . 
' 0 ' " . t ~ • • - • • 
. ., ' :' . 
,. 
> •. 
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,comparing changes t.~ abundan~~~~ Stat~ons A ~nd 
~~ aggregat~of . f{ounders near. t~e sout~ern"shor~ 
B (~able 6). Tbe 
at the mo,uth of . Nor'th 
Arm 'in June may also ·have been for spawning. 1Spawning migratfions: of 
• •• ' r ' ' (il . • "- . , 
. \. ' • ' . 




and ponds have 
. \ : . 
(195~), Lobell (1939) ,. Pearcy" (196l, 1962), Perlmutter (1~47) ,,. Saila 
\ , . . : . . . . . 
(1961), Smith and Cole (1970), arid Tyler (1971 a). Pearcy (1962) noted 
;> ~ 1 . '# 
• ? ' .. ~.:t 
in the Mystic Riyer estda.ry that the ~etisest aggregations of _adults· 
·. 
been suggest;ed or_ indicated by Dickie and McCracken 
. .... 
• 1 I l 
the principal spawning. bgrounds of ~he upper estuary, . as 
n ---.... J> 
( . . . 
wer:e· f9}Ind in 
• t' 
I was tru'e in Nortl\ Arm. 'ne l:'eported- otter trawl. catch~s of nearl y 1.0 " 
- \ ' ,~ ' 7 , " • .. t " tl# 
1
, I 
t 1 I I t t 
per · sq,uare meter there at .-~he ~Pe<lk of 1 spawning, as compared to a 
1 • • 
' .. t • - 0 • 
;den ity of app-roximately 0.12• fish per square: me~et in: North _Arm 
Stalion
1 
A. . .• · ·. . .. oi~ . ' . . ' " 
· f Winter flounder~ moved out of the. !;ll~l'lows o£ North Artit in . . . ~~tt .June after spaWll:f.ng, and ~bundance·· there .remained iow thr:oug'h July'. 
t "' · ... f ~ ., • a ' • • • : . • 0 t • .. " f • Kem~edy (1964) ~nd Kennedy ana Ste~le. (1971) .rep~rted ~(.similar . 
occ4~rence ~n- L~·ng P~Jtd. ~ · . . - · :. . - . .· . _" ::, ~· . 
I • • • 
• • Q I I • • • i 
·rn Au~uat flounders returned to Notth Arm, concentrating 
.. . . . 
·· I f t • • " • • • • _.,,! 
' 1 I - ' . . f 
princfpally i~ ~t~t1on A.· Accomp~~y~ng ~~h~s ~ncrea~e in~~~undance was 
I . ~ I • • • . - J. . \ 
an increase itft the adjusted mean weight of both sexes. (Figure 9). This : 
I o " ' • t' • 
• ~ ,. ; I /' .' 4- !. ' ' ' 
indicates that the winter flounders which returned to 'North Arm in 
' l ' , I ( • ( 0 
I . • • {; 
Augu
1
at w~re heavier than the few that r~ined 'there in JuJ.y. ~ince 
~ I . ( . , . . ' . • • 
the gonosomatic index in August was a~ a minimom . in~both sexQs( 
. ! ' 
· · (Figure · 13), the ~ncrease i~ body, ~~ight, catmot be at~ributed ~o· · 
' . ' . I . • ( . • , 
gonad g r owth. A l ogi cJ l conclusion is 'that a f ter ~pawning in- Jun~ 
, . ' I . ( • 
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- . '' 
as heavier fish in August. · But since 'flounder' abundance in_-_August was 
. . , I . 
:' ~reater than _in,.?e~ some of the ' inc~eas~ in body' weig~t .could also 
be attributed to the presence of·h~avier fish in August which were npt 
• • • ' • r 
. . 
· in Station A in-June. Kennedy and ~teel~ (1971) suggeste4 that flounders 
leave Lot,tg Pond during th~ summer,· to feed elsewhere since there 1s 
little food in the pond •. T~e bottom· types . ~nd broad food groups of 
< I 
fl~unders appear to b~ similar in ·North A~ and Long Pond, therefore 
• I ' #-
the movement out of North Arm . in late June may._ also have _represented a 
feeding migration. 
• • J ,.... • 
The· inshore movement. of · flounders :in August coincided with 1the_ 
pea~ in ~ater tempe~ature in North- Arm of 11~13° C, which is' similar to 
0 
. . ' ' 
McCracken's p:referred temperature ,range of 12-15° C. It is evident · that 
. . ' 
· the ::flounders.' moved rapidly into North Arm after the temp~:ratut;e reached 
12° c. - But during this brief peak in ·abundance the 
I . .. . - . 
o ~ • I • 
.fish began to ripen (Figures 1~ and 12). · Thus this 
:- ' ~ 





water may ~ave been: i~~luenced by the reproductive cond~tion 
·I ' . .. - . 
gonads, as was suggested by Kennedy (1964), rather. than' by a t emperature 
p'r_ef erence • 
.The reason for the rapid decline· of flounder ·n~pers in Station 
·, ·· ~ A in September, while temp~ra_tures were still 12° C, is not. clear . It 
'wa·s· n~ted in St. Phllips at that. time that .the. tempe~ature in Station D 
.' ' I)' "" • • . 
• . • • • ' • ' 1- . ' I 
~ : had quickly risen to 13° C (Table· 3): I Since temperature changes ;tn 
North Arm and St. Philips appear to have . be:et'\; .s.imil!ar it may .~e that 
, 'the deeper waters . in North Aci also: warmed~above 12° C in September. o 
. . . ' 
· It is· possible, th~re'fore; that the floun~ers of the, August/Septemb~r 
(I. • ...- ' . 
peak· in · Station A ·spread. into somewhat - deeper )J~ters ·of. N~rt.h Arin a~ 
I · , 












they warmed to within McCral:ken' s preferr_ed temperature ~ange. But 
, . '0 <f ~ • " -
'the validity 'of this suggesti'on is tenuous.' In . Long Islahd waters 
. ' . ~ . .. 
. . . ~ 
· .. an~. Northumberland s'trait McCrac~en_ (1963) reporte~. a si~ila\ spread:lng 
of flounders· in the fall, th?ugh in the; rt:;verse direction, frC?m o'tfshore 
, 
regions• to the· ahox:e zone ·as the shallows cooled to within the prefer~ed • 
temperature range·. 
A severe storm was in .. progress on Oct'ober 1~/11,_ ·and. flounder 
' ' 
· .abundance ' in Statigns A and B had de~l:i.ned sharply by 1that date. It is 
., ' 
. ' 
like·ly that the fish moY,"ed to. deeper waters: because of the turbulence, •' 
and thai quickly returne,d. Gibson (1973) stated that laJ;ger fish may 
. ' 
prefer and ''select" regions of lower ' turbulence. 
. . 
He believed that his 
". . , . ,I 
circumstantial evi~ence suggested that in conditions of high wave action 
fii.sh do m<?~e into deepe~ water. In late October .· and· ·early Novem"'(er 
f~oun. _continued to m;ve inshore into · Station B.' These fish had 
I 
-.. :. con~regated in the deepest regions of. S·tationa· A_ and IB, as they h~d the : 
i 
.· . 
I , . 
. · 
I • '~ 
prev;f.ous winter, so perhaps t~ey w~re .pr~paring. for winter. ', They were 
well b·uried and 'their feeding haci _nea~ly· deased. 
The majority of winter flounders emigrated from Station A l9y 
• I 
~ovemb.er. 21, apparently because of . a severe storm • . The worst storm of 
'the fall occurred on November· 24..:.28, and was the likely .. ca~se·· of 
emigration from Station B. 
I 
Wintjar 'fl~unde'ts we're scarce in North Arm in the winter of : · 
in ccktrast . ~o ~~e pre~o~~_'rlnter. Th~ di~~er'ence i~ abundance · ' 1974, 
' · ' I . 
. appears tc;> be duQ to the much str~nger winds at?-d the ,resultin~ turbulence 
I ' ,· 
. . i'~l tJ~muary and February~ 1974 (Figure' 8). Easterly and northeast;erly 
. ' 
gu~ts were .much mbre common during the~winter '. qf _1974, .. and they blew 
#!> '· ' 
. . II , 
., 



















· dir~ctly · intc;> North At:n,t •• Gibson (1973) · noted that the European plaice; 
. . . I 
Ple'JP'on~ctes P,ZC;Ztessa • (L.), moves . offsho_re in winter. He s,u~yest~~ a 
few possib·l~ eauses, one. ·of which was avoidance of grea\:er turbulence 
•I • ' 
• 
in the· fal,l and winter caus~d. by storms which are more frequ~nt at tpat 
time .of year. Green (1974) s~ggested ·that cunners, TautogoZabru8 
~dsp_ersus (Walbaum), were · kil:led by a winter storm which 'carried· ice 
I • • >: - ' • ,. 
crystals frqm the surface ~nto the.water column, freezing th~ fish. 
Thus offshore movement o•f. winter flounders in winter in re.spo~se to 
tu'rbulence may have th~ adaptivj ~ignif.ica:nce of preven~ing ,'f-reez~ng of· 
their tissues. 
'1lP ·' .. 
, I 
Therefore ·the winter· flounders of North Arm may have · 
I 
remained in deleper water d_uring the winter of 1974 as a result of 
. I I 
turbulence. 
.. 
The conc~ntration of winter flounders 1f~und near Station A op . 
.  
April .'8, .1974, may h~ve represented the beginning . of a ·migration into 
the shallows of North Atin as the high winds and heavy turb1,1lence of· 
. . . 
winter began t~ 'de,cl.irie. I A similar ,i.IIDlligratio~ . into Station A occurred ' 
• . . I ' . 
the previous APr~l after the flounders had been forced out of Station.A 
by ic_e. 
. . I 
These season~l movements· whic~ have been observed in North Arm 
' ' 1 I 
• : • • I' . I 
su_ggest what : could be a basic pattern of movement there. It _may be that 
f • 
winter 'flounders remain· in the shallow waters of North ·Am through the 
. . 
fall, wi!lter, . and spr;lng until the .end , of the spawning season unless 
they ~re force.d out by turbulenGe- or· ice. If a winter is particularly 
,, . 
severe they. may remain in deeper water uriti.l the · spring. After 
. . . . . . . . 
spawning they move elsewhere to feed for the stmmer· • . I n th~ ~arly 
I 
f all, as th.e gonads begin to ripen and/or water temperatures ar~ .at a 
. , ' I 
, I 
., 
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"" 
· maximum, the flo~n~ers move back into the shallo~ wa~~rs o£North Arm 
to remain there until the following spring spawning.· When these fish 
I • • 
' ' ieave the shallows .b~cause of turbulence or ic~ ~t seems unlikely. that 
. " 
they .would move much beyo~d the mouth of Nort~ Arm_ .. (Figure 2). The ' 
. _, , -
depths in. tp.at reg~on, app.roximatefy 18~22: m, would take them out of 
. . \ . ~ ' 
the reach of most turb~ence . and'ice. Slightly further offshore · the 
. _/ 
,bot~om rapidly dr~ps to 55-74 m, depths which would be of little :ad-
va~tage to the fish at that time. Where the stock goes to feed in the 
summer is.unknown. ~ 
2 ~ , St. PhiliPs ' ' 
early 
Winter flounders were abs·ent from St. Philips in the ·winter and ' 
sp~lng. ~f 1971 (Figure 27), .· p~obably because of turbul~nc·e . a'ftd . 
.. . 
perhaps ice. January and February were relatively windy months and 
.. 
• I . " ~ .f} 
northelrly ~~shore wi~ds· were . very 1co;nnon fr~m Jan~~ry ~o _April. (Figur~ ~). 
' - ... ' . i ) 
·!he result was rough seas through mUc~ of this p~riod, ~ith ice' 
frequently jamming irito the St,· Philips reg'ion. 
Some fish moved-into the 'shallowest regi?ps of St •. Phil~ps in 
MatY and-·June. The number of ripening or ripe and spent fish· (Figure 14) 
• \1 • , ,-
and-'the shifts in flounder distribution suggest that the fish ' •first· 
congregated in Station B and similar d'epths at St. ~hil_ips,- moved iqto ;;1 
. . ..JI 
~ery shallow water in Station A and inshore of
1
Station B to spawn, and ·. 
I I ' 
then moved off slightl-Y into the vicinity of Station B as spen_t fish. ''· 
. I 
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The ca~~e of this emigra~ion is not apparent. A very large concentration -· 
~ ' . 
'of flounders was f,ound in Ap~st at nearby St~ Thomas Coye. These · fish 
. '' 
were, concent;ratedl mainly .at_ depths of 7.5-12. m on a sandy bottom. I 1 
I 
Within this region of concentration .there were. large quantities of what 
\ '• • ' I 
. _ appe~red to b~ c~pelin eggs_ mixed ip the sand. The presence of capelin 
I 
eggs. at these d~p~ is unusual, but not unknown (Mr. R. Hoo~er~ personal 
. . 
communitation). Seven 
. I flounders were collected from a rocky bottom just 
inshore of the ~ximum frJund~J concentration where ' th~ capelin - ~ggs 
were situated. The stomachs or intestines of all seven fish were full 
of these eggs. The evidence therefore suggests that this very large . 
\' , 
~;. 
agg~egati9n of flounders had entered the St. Thomas iCove regiqn· to feed 
c , I . "~ . 
' . \, .. . " . 
on the masses of cape~n _ ~ggs tivailabl~ _there. ·That no flounde'rs were 
I ' \ ' ' I I . ' present at nearby St. Philips ,supports tHis conclusion. Capelin eggs · 
' ' • j . I 
were not observ~d~~h~~~~ Qand only ~ two .... df sixteen . flounde~ected 
' 
there in July had· been f~eding ; on · -~ape-).in eggs , (Appendices I-K,) ·• Tlius 
it may be that the . -s~. Ph~U:ps ' flounders . moved elsewhere· in Au gus~·, ' _. 
• • 1 .. 
'•\ t'i ' ' . 
perhaps to ·St. Thomas Cove, also to feed on some plentiful food supply " 
l1 • , ~ • . 
'•, 
such a:s c~pelin eggs •. '. 
• - · I 
.. 
:it is iritex:esting t9 notE:\ that Kennedy (1964) and -Kennedy ,and 
. ' ~ ' • ' t • I . ' 
... ·s~eeie . (19.]1) · ~lao found w:J.,nter· flounders to be present at ·~t. Thomas 
Cove (Horse Co~e) i~_ August, 1963. The abundance of -the floUnders was 
, , •' , .. 
not mentioned in these p~pers, but twQ dives were required to collect 
. . , I . . 
26,fish. This may be an indication that flounders were no~ as ' abundant - · 
I - ' . . 
I 
as in Augu~t, 1973-when 26 f~sh could have been speared in a matter of 
minutes. These authors found n~ fish eggs or fish -remains in the 
stomachs.of ~he flounders they collected, unlike the ·present stu~y. 
I · ' 
' . 
\ ' (' ' . ' . . .. 
. 




















The difference in flounder abundance may .have been . <due to the diffe.rence 
·, in ·food supply. 
' ' . 
In earlt September winter flounders returned to the St. Philips 
I ' 4 I ' ' 
region~ Flo'under abund~nce in Statfon D ·incr~ased quickfy betwe~q . 
I 
August. 124 and September 10 (Appendix1r) as the water temperature_, there 
rose from 9.5° to 13° c. · Flounders then moved rapidly into· the shallower 
stations while water'te~peratures there were 12-l3°C. A possible, 
I . 
though t~nuous, explanation for this ~igration is that winter flounders 
·""' dispersed from inshore regions of concentration, such as St. Thomas · 
Cove, i~to St. Philips as coastal waters warmed to within McCracken~ 
(1963) preferred temperature range of 12-15° c. 
Winter flounder abundanc~ remained steady in the inshore 
• I 
shallows o~ St. Philips through September. In mid-October it appears 
' ' , 
' ' ' ·' "' · I 
I • . 
that a severe storm caused flounders to move from sh~llower water, 
'. · .. includin~ St~tion B, to ~h~ s ightly deep~r water in !?,tation c. By 
. . . . 
November 1 the flounders of St. hilip~· ~d returned to their pre-
'\ . 
. . . 
storm distribu~ion, which· may be 
' . ' 
eviden'ce ·of\'.a brief offshore 
0 I 
. . ' 
movement during the storm. · \ 
.. . 
\ 
In 111id-November flounder abundailce in the shallows of St 1 Philip_s 
, I \ 
increased,, perhaps due to a slight inshote shift of the stock. In late 
.. . ·
November the worst storm of the fall ' (November ~4-28) 'is the likely 
"':) 0 \ • ~ 
C I' • • • 
reason that winter flounqers r apidly moved out of the shallows at f · . 
, ·St.~ ?hilips.' Th~y were_ not fout\d 'in Station D, so their ~ew .tocation 
' • I 
' remliins unknown. ·By mid-Decemb.er the stock had ,returned 'to. the ·ahd?:e 
• . :\ . w • • 
' ' ' ~ . 
zone. Why the fish returned to the '-s\la,llows at St. Philips after the 
. ' . • . I 
severe fall storms is - no~ app~rent. 
' ' 
f 
' \ .. · ·. 
. . . . 
.- , 
















Winter flounders ~ere absent from St. Philips in the winter of . 
I 
1974. The strong no~the~ly ~inds during that period _(Figure 8) which 
blew-directly on~hore at S·t ·. Phiiips created 'heavy seas and much turbu.:. 
• . I 
len_c_e in the bottop1 wat,ers. ·This. · turbulence is ~he likely 'reaso~ for 
I. . .. 
flounde-r; emigration from· St., _Philips ·-in the winter of 1974. 
f ~ ... • 
·4 basic pattern of seasonal movements of winter flounders. in 
• I I 
~t. PhiJ..ips and neighb.oring regions is difficult "to determi~e from the · 
e~idence which has bee~ gathered. That the flounders move offshore in 
I ~ ~ ·. ·. . I \ 
win~~eems apparent since very few were observed throughout St. Philips 
in the· winters qf 1973 and 1974 or in the. St. Thomas Coye region in 
D~cember,' , 1972. I Al.so, there ar·e 'relatively few salt water ponds, · 
, , . . a , . 
estuaries,,etc. al~ng the southern coast · of ~pnception Bay to accommo-
. . . I I • 
date these stock(s) of flounders in. winter. It may be that in the 
• • • f I ' • I 
winter months flounders from the St. Philips and St. Thomas Cove -reg.ions 
• . move ·southwestward· along th~ coa~tline to the Topsail Cove and ;.Manuela 
· Riyer area, or .tJ¥iybe further, and then move offshore to deeper-wate.rs 
(Figure 1)~ It seems doubtful that the fish would move directly,off-
- I I I • • -. 
shore from St. Philips or St. Thomas Cove, because the bottom in these 
• 1 ' • ' • I 
regions ~~ops ~teeply . off to a,pproximately 75-120 m, ·and appears to · 
·consist principaliy of rocks,· ~nd' gravei from ~bout 20 . m down (Canadian · 
Hydrographic Service maps; personal observations). These depths are 
' . 
I ' I 
genern:Lly great~r than t .qose which have 1b~en reported for P. amer i canua 
in the l~terature" , (Be~ish, 19661; Bigelow ~~d Schroeder, · 1953; BigelOw ··' 
.·and Welsh, 1925; Tyler ,' 197la). . 'But further down - the coast 't_he off- . ·· 
, ' ·· , ~ ' . . I I . . 
shore waters are..-shallower·, and there ·are ·large stretches of sand 
... 
' I I 



















Flounders ~hich moved into this region in winter would be at -previously 
reported depths ,(Beamish, 1966; Bigelow and Schroeder; 1953! . Bfgelo~ 
I. , 
I 
and We1sh, 1925; McCracken, 1963;-Saila, 1961; Tyler, 1971a) 
.. -'--~. . 
and on 
. 
previously reported bottom sedim~nts (Bigelow and Schroeder, 1953; 
.:. ... ' 
Bigelow and Welsh, 1925; Tyler, 1911a) for that season and would be . 
I' 
. ' 
In the late spring it seems l~kely · beyond the reach of most i:urbulence. 
... 




bottom in t;he Manuela River to .Topsail C~ve region and nearby are~, _ 
with some s~awni'ng qccurring f'u~ther along the coast. Afte~ spawJ'ing 
' ;> , I 
perhaps they disperse al~ng the coastlin~ in search of food (for . example' 
I 
, I ~ , 
to ,st. Thomas Cove) and into regions within McCracken's (1963) preferred 
te~perature range of 12-15°C (for example St. Philips in· September). 
A ~ 
C.·> A General Scheme of Seasonal Movements 
Seasonal movements of the winter ~launder appear to be governe~ 
by different f~ctors. , at different 'times of tht! year. It is . th~ ~i>irtion · 
' ' 
of the present aut'hor that McC~acken · (1963) was co.rrect when he concluded 
that flounders througqp~t . their range leave·shallo~ inshore waters in 
I • . • ' ' ' ' ' • • : 
·the summer when temperat~~es a~e high, But Kennedy and Steele (1971) 
.. . ' ' 
f.pu~d that flounders left Long Pond in summer where tem~eratures did 
not reach l2° c. 
.• I 
~hey suggested that this may pave been a feeding 
. ' 
migration. A similar occurrence was noted in North . Arm . and it was also 
-· 
~oncluded that this emigratio~ was for the purpose of feeding. McC+acken 
I .,.. ,;,.,.------ . I -
•:found that flounders remain in the shallows o~ Passamaq·uoddy. B~y in · 
' 
s~er, and temperatures there did not reach 15°C in his study. !Uso, ·. ' . 





















ground for P. amerioan7p3.. (Tyler,, 1971b;_ We;I.ls ep aZ., ·1973). It may 
~e, therefore, that in the sunnn~r months winter flounders. remain in 
. I 
• . I ~ 
shallow,• inshore waters if temperatures are not excessive (perhaps ' ' 
l5°C or less) and · if sufficient food is available to maintain the stock. 
1 1 ~w ~ 
The temperature factor may not be as important in juveniles~ since 
there is · evidimce to indicate that they remain in the shallow waters 
0 
of . coves and estuaries in the· sunnnbr months in more southerly r:egions 
(Lux and Nichy, 1971; Pearcy, 1962; Warfel and .Merriman, 1944), · w!lile. 
~ . ... .' 
,_.the adu~ts move offshore to d_eeper, cooler waters. The fact that 
" I I 
-' . . . . I . , juveniles have a higher incipient. lethal temperatur~ than adults may 
: account .for their ·#fference in. sutmner 1 distributio_n (Pearcy, 1962)'. 
In the fall and· early wint~r_~the gonads of winter flounders 
• • • I I . 
' - ~ I .-
are ripening. ·Throughout their range it appears that th_e fish' remain ·-
in .or tnove. 0 to shallow water' where they. will sp~wn 'that winter ~r ~ the 
' , • j ~ 
r 
. · -- ~- · followi'ng spring. McCracken (1963), Kennedy and Stee.:e (1971), and 
I 
I o~ • I 
the present .author are in agreement that. winter floundeis 8:re found 
0 • 
: inshore :Cn winter in more southet;l~ waters p}:'obably becaus,e ' ~he~ are 
. 
in .a. spawning condition. Evidence ind.icates that juveniles· in these 
. ' .. . 
. . ~~ . . ' .. ~ . .. . :_ 
regions leave the immediate shore zone in winter (Lux and 1Nicgy,, 1971; 
. Pearcy, 1962; Warfel and Merriman, 1944), unlike the aduits, but t~e 
reas.on for this emigration .is not known.. It i~ apparent that McCracken 
, I \ , ' • 
. . . ' . 
was not entirely correct- when he c,oncluded that -flounders in northern 
, . I ,- · 
. regions movl! to deeper water in the winter as the sha11pws become . ·. 
• \ ' I , 
. ~older than the d~eper, s:lnc~ fl.:O¥nders ha..je been . reported ip sh~llow, 
• • • • ~. • • 4 
' .:inshore wate~s : in . wipter .in Novct Scoti~ and. Newfoundland.- It· may b~ · 
that during the . winter months fl,ounders in th~ nort~ern· par't o~ ·their ··. ·. 
't 
' , \ ~- < 
, :. 




























range remain inshore waters which are protected from · turbu-· 
lence, . such as salt wa er p .oncfs and estuaries, but they . are driv~n from 
exposed areas resulting from winter storm~. ·Drifting 
.II J 
P"ack ice also app~ars to be ~ cause of offshore movement in winter. 
Offshore .movement i.n response to ~inter sto~s would appear ~ ·to 
·-~ -
I be'a:r adaptive significance fo'r two • reasons: (1) a~ very low temperatures 
·the flounders would .a~oid f _eezing caused by contact with ice cryst~ls,. 
and _(2) the flounde~s ~do not· f~ed in win tel;', yet the. ~11s maintain_ 
. their and the ovaries of the females are 
' 
still growing 'at th~ .expen_se o other body tissues. Therefore an 
• I 
additional expendi~ure of energ due to the stress of turbulence would · 
be to tbefr disadvant~ge in · ~int~X: and ~y - caus_e offshore movement to 
deeper, quieter water. But if~ 1ter is calm, or the Shallows, in 
which" flounders are locat~d are pf~t~c~e~· from ~inds and. rurbulence: it 
. would seem to. 'their advantage to r~mcJ;I.n inshore and to conserve- the 
energy expenditure required' i.I?- offs~ore movement. 
In the spring adults in these northern regions · r~in in or. 
. . 
return ·to shallow water to spawn. · I 
I I 
. I 
In brief, the suggested sc}?.eme may be s~rized as follows'. In 
. t 
the swmner months adult winter flounders remain in the · shallow shore 
0 
zone where ~~ter tempet'~tures are not excessive and where 'suffici.ent · 
. . . ... . .· .. 
food is available to support tl}e · populatioi\• Juveniles ~y remain · i~-
. ' 
shote at higher temperatures. ~n i ~he fall -and early ~inter, ·as their 
gonads are · ripening, ·. flounders remain in or move · t-o shallow water where 
' 
they will ·spawn tha't 'Winter or spting~ In the wirlter months adults in 
• f ~ .. 
~ • I 
. 
0 
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\ .. 
more southern parts · of thefr range rema:J-n inshore because they are 
\ 
. ' . . . 
ready to spawn. Ju:veniles 'move out of. the shallows there for reasons 
unknown. In northern regions 'flounders remain inshore in protected 
. . . 
waters in w~nt~r, but move :offshore from ~xposed coasts_ to avoid turbu- · 
lence and drifting pack ice. In unusually calm wi~ters perhaps flounders 
' ~ ' 
/ do not leave · thE:l shallows along exposed ' coast~ines. .In these northern . 
regions the flounders either 'remain in or return to ~he shore zone to 
spawn in the sp~ing • 
.. ,egi~ns in .wh.ich seasona~ movements of .the winter ~launder have . 
.beet} ·reported and t;9e · causes ·appear to fit, the sugge~ted· scheme are 
North Arm, St. Philips and St. Thomas Cove ' (present observations)~ · , '· 
Long Pond (Kennedy, 1964; Kennedy and .Steele, 1.9 71), ,and ·Passamaquoddy , · 
. • t -
\ 
. . 
Bay (McCracken, 1963; Tyler, 1971a). · Other regions which appear to 
' ' fit the ·tnodel though information on either water _temperatur~, · food, or 
~ . . . . . . , ~ . . . ' , . 
turbulence are lacking are ·Dyer's Gulch (Pepp~r, person~l ·communi~ation), 
Chapel Cove . (Fletcher; personal communication), St. Margaret's Bay, 
• • ' - J 
Nova Scot~a . (Duman ·and DeVfies_, 1974 ;' Levings, 1973), ·St·~ Mary Bay, 
Nova Scotia (Dickie. and Mc.~racken, I9ss"; McCracken,- 1963) ~ NoJ;thumbe;-land· 
' ' 
Str~it and Pubnico Hcirbor; Nova S~tia (McCracken, 1963)·,- . the Gulf Qf 
' ' 
~ • ' ' \ I ' ' " ~ 
Maine (B~gelow and Schroeder, 1953-; Bigelow and Welsh, 1925), the 
' :, _ 
Weweantic River estuary, ~ssachusetts (Smith arid Cole,t· 1970), _Long. 
. ' .. 
. - . . 
Island waters·, New York (Lobell• 1939; Neville· and Perlmutter, i940), 
' . . 
: . ' ' " i· ' 
· Block Island Sound (Merriman and Warfel, 1948;' R.;lchards, 19~3) . the .. ; 
. . 
Mystic River ·:estuary, Connecticut (Pe_arcy, 1962)·, Morris Cove, 
: ' " . l'P ' 
·c _onnecticut (Warfel _an~. Merri1Jlan,. 1944(, Green: Hill Po.~d~ R~ode ·Isla~d 
.· I , ,. .. 
(Saila, ~1961), southern New· Jersey and Chesapeake ~-ay_ (Bigel~ and 
.. \ 
' · . 
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\ ' ,' 
(SchWartz, 1964'). .. pI 
.. 
I ·l" . . 
.Reports of movemept's in the literature which· do not appear. t o 
. ' . 
... 
. . . 
fit the pr~sent scheme are those of Lux and· Nichy {1971) I in Great ·Harbor ,. 
,Massachusett~ and OB.a .et aZ, 
1 t, 
(1969) 'in Fire Island Inl~t, Long · I~la~d. 
These authors · found winter flounders in shAllow, water i n the ~.sutnmer at · ~ 
~ • 0 I .. ! 0 •: 0 
water temperatures of 21.1 C·and 17~2-24 ~respectively. 
I 
Why these • 
. ~-:: :~~~ ~-fd I)ot move to d_eeper wa~~r ,cf)hose ·in' 
· do i_p summer, is ~unkno-wn. 
r 
. ' 
... . , 
' . 
( ' 
. I ,, · 
• i ' • 
" 'r Z' 
I 
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. . ~ . 
. , -~ Seas?~a~movements of ~h~ ~inter f+ounder were exami~~d at North 
.)! - .. . ... . 
Arm and St. Philips in Co~ception Bay, Ne~foundland. fr~m February, 1973 
"'' . ., 
... . ~ "' , • . a ' · ~ .., " 
to March, 1974~ Movem~s were inferred f(o~ changes in flounder abun-
: <.':. • ~ 4 
~ . . ~, . . 
• < dance at diff.erent stations within each study· site.' -Abundance at a 
.. 0 
._.. .. .. ' \ . . ~ ' 
··· .... ~-> station on a giv~n date was determined by counting fish on a fixed area 
o~ bottom using .SCUBA. A' modest tagging program was ~onduc~ed i~ an· 
• ' a , • •a , ' ~ .. 
attempt to di.ff'erentiate stocks ':7ithin each study -site. Environmental 
: . \ . r 
and ,phy~_i'Olpgi~~l fa~_tors were :compared · with wov~ments in an attempt to 
det~rfui~e their'ca~ses. · · I . . 
' ()~e · r~~ge i~bottom - ~ater temperature· was ~1° to l3°C in North' 
' ' I ,. ' 
l) '{ '- I ' 
• , AI'!JI aqd _-'1.5° to 13.5°C at ,-St. Philips. · Winds w~re strongest during 
~ -
·the winter · inontn6'; 0'Wind .Qspeeds ~ere much greater in the winter of · 
1974 th~n in that of 1973. - Pack ice drifted into and out. of the .shore 
~ 
I , . 
zone . throug~ March and Apri·l, 1973, e_x.tending deep it}to th.~ water c~lumn 
· o ·. ,'anci' ~ccasionJlly scra¢ns ~ the bo~tom. 
. . \ ' . 
Severe storms occurred during the 
· ·: . . 
., 
fall; caus~~g much turbulence in tbe b~ttom waters. q • 
. I - . 
The adj~sted mean weight _of winter 'flounders 
" ' . ,.. 
from both study 
. . 
0 ·e. 
. . . ' 
s~tes g~nerally·i~creased from a low level in ·the early summer to a 
maximum in the fall, , and then decreas~d ag~in in la"t_e fall and ' early ' I 
winter_. In January9 to 'March, 
I 
No~th Arm were s~gnificantly 
1974 · the few flounders which ·•remained ·in 
heavier than .those colle~ted - in December • . 
. .."' -
~ 
The peak of spawning in both study sites occurred in June. 
' . . e . . 
Shallow Station· A wits .tb'e · principal . spawning· ground :i,n North AT:!Jl• 
, • • w ~ , r ~ 
··' 
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Ltttle spawning o~c.utred at . ~1;! ·Philips. Flounders ·in North Arm began r 
. . 
:ripening in August'. Those e'iltering the St. Philips area in September . 
. ~ .- ·. 
were lilready .ripen;tng. · The males in bot~ . study site~ ~lp.ened 'more 
i . 
quickly-than tlie femal~s. 
Winter flounders in both study ·sites began to feed in early ·~­
·May.1 Feeding in North 'Arm was relatively inte~sive1until October, 
. : , , 1 1 , . r • 
• I, • • 
while at St. Phil~ps there was. a noticeable decline by September. 
. I 
. . . I , 
Feeding ceased in both study si'tes in . November. 
. . . l t> . . 
.· Seasonal movements of winter flounders from . Newfoundland to · 
I ' 
Maryland are briefly reviewed.". Two hypotheses presented in ~he ·literature 
! t • ' • • ( 
to descii~e seasonal movements of winter flounders throughout their 
I 
·range are discussed~ 
. . 
Seasonal· movements of winte~ f~ounders in North Arm and St. 
Philips are indicated by statistically significant · cha~ges in abundanae 
which occurred 'with time.· 
. i 
It appears that these movements were not · 
related/~o the time or day, the state of the tide, cloud cover, water 
turbidity, or salinity •. It also . appears: that flounders made no fe~d.ing 
. I 
:' . migrations into North 1 Arm o':r St~ Pl;lilips. .. I · · 
. ' 
;, 
. \ 1Winter flounders, present in N~rth Arm in the win.ter· of 1973, left . ·, 
the · shallows i~ -the spring as p·ack ice· entered the region. 
r . 
This- emigration · 
~ I r · ~ ,r. • • 
. '
m~y have preve~t~d fre_ezirig of the'· fish. In June floUnders _nioved into 
th~ '~hallowest regions of No~th Arm, spawned, and then moved o~t - again 
' . 
. ( 
·apparently to feed. Their return in AUgust ·coincided with the peak· in 
I 
wat~r temperature and th~ initiatio~ of ripening of t~e gonads~ Many ' 
flounders left Station A in September as deeper waters warmed to within 
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. 1 : . 
··. 1 .. 
' . 9 -
. most of the flounders remaining in the ~hallc;YWS moved· to deeper water, r 1 . 
' p 
' . . ; • ' I '. 
' apparently in ·response to turbulence resulting from a severe storm~ 
. The fish· soon· returned, moving into the d~epest regions of Stati,ons ,· , 
- 1 
A and B. These flounders again moved out of-Stations A and Bin 
~ovembe~ during ~evere · storms. Strong winds and r~sulting turbulence 
are ,the l~kely reasons · that ~in~er flounders did not· return to the 
shallows of No,rth Arm in the · winter of ·1974·. This offshore distribution · 
·in winter· in response t;o ·· turbulence may prevent ·freezing of the fish -
I 
resulting-from contact with ice ~rystals. A.concentration of flounders 
.,. . 
was 'found near _Station A in April as the , high winds and •heavy turbulence 
' . ~ . 
·of . the winter began to· decline. · I . 
Winter f~ounders were ·absent from Sto PhiliP,S in the winter and . 
• 
early spring of 1973, probably because of tur~ulence and ice. Some fish 
I 
moved into shallow. ~ater there in: Ma'y and June, spawned, and remained 
· into .July: These fish left St. Philips in August~ ·per~aps moving. to 
St. Thomas Cove (where flounders were ·abundant) or-other nearby areas 
• > 
to feed ori some plentiful food supply such as · capelin eggs.. In e~rly 
• I I ' ~ 
September ·flounders returned to St. Philips -in what may have been.· a 
• I , ' • ' I • ._ ' 
dispersal from inshore .regions of concen~ration, such as .St. Thomas 
. . ( . 
' ~ ' .. I > 
Cove~ as c?aa~al w~~e~s warmed to within McCracken's (1963) preferred 
,_ 
. I temper.ature range of 12..:.15°c·. From O~tober tb December winter flounders 
- ---
· left ' the , s~allows of St. Philips during severe storms and returned to 
.the shore zone as the turbulence subsided. Flounders ·were absent -from 
-· 
St·. ~Mlips in 'the w;f.nter: of 1974, .·pr.9babiy because d~ the strong 
- - ' - -
' T ,· ' • • 
~ortherly winds and resulting turbulence of that winter • . 
0 
· ) 
The foll~wing general scheme of seasonal mo~ements of the ·winter 
. ~ . ... . , 
• •• ,~:t 
. -
,I 
i ' .. 
... 
·.·J , · I • 
·' 
.. ... 
. . ··128 
I •. ' . . 
. floWtder throughou't .it~ ;rcmge ·is suggest-ed. In summer adult. flounders 
.. 
remain in shallow water where conditions of temperature and food ~re 
. ' r· I) 
suitable. •Juveniles may remain inshore a~ higher temperatures. In 
'r 
the fall and early winter, flounders remain in or move to ' shallow water 
' I 
·~her~ they wiil spawn that wint~r or spring. 
. '' 
In winter adults ·in more 
. .. 
south~rly regions remain inshore to spawn. 
• . J 
Ju~eniles leav~ the shallows 
there. In northern regions flounders ·remain in protected shallows in .. . 
. . 
~ . . . . 
winter, but leave exposed coas~s to avo.id turbulence and drifting pi:u~k C} .. 
~ . 




to the shore zon~ to spawn :in the ·spring. 
I I 
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North Arm (all statiopa combined):· results 
I · 
of .the ana~ysis of covariance -and Duncan's new 






. . \ 
sex divided into intervals of tirile. ~ In ~uncan' s test ·~ · 
; . 
the time· intervals are ranked according to decreasing 
I 
adju~ted mean weigh~. means underscored by 
the ·same line are not sign f~cantly different (Steel 
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• I 133 , . I . 
I ,- ~ ' 
(a) · · North Arm, Males' 
'• I ' 
I I ' 
(1) .Analy's i s of covariance : • · ~ ---- · __ -·~-
' 
I I 
. I Time Interval Number Fish Adjusted Mean ~ 
. (group) I in Group- I ' Weight ' (gr ams) 
' 
I • 






Apr . , May . 10 372 
. I ' . I 




' I · Aug~ Hl 3'85 
I 














Dec. 22 361 , I 
Jan., Feb., -Mc;lr. 1974 8. 403 f-
















' ' I ' • I 
(b) North Arm; Females 
·. 
, (1) Analysis of cova;:iance f 
Time l nterva1 
.. 
Number ' fish Adjusted Mean 
(group) in G;.oup Weight (grams) 
' 
I -
Ja~., Feb., Mar. 1973 .18 5011• I . I . t,.:-- ,·, .. 
s6-i Apr . ·, May 10 
! 
. 




July 11 ~509 
I .. 





-;- 21 I .. .537 
' 
. . 
- ' Oct . - 17 .. 535 
I '\ . - ~ 
Nov. 19 \ 470 ' 
1.1 ' 
' -
Dec • . 13 
.I 465 I 
' 
-. .. 
~an . , Feb., : Mar. ~974 5 0 574 ,. ,. 
I ' I ) 
-
adjusted F = 3.13 probability (F ) = 0. 002 
I ' . . . 
I . 








Apr .1 1 :Aug. June 
May 

































I . ~ . . , 
. I 
\ 0 • . 
.. 
... · APPENDIX B 
I 
: St. Philips (al,l stations comb;J..n~): results, 
of the anai'Ysis · of 
1
co..:rariance anci D~~ca~' s -~e~ 
mu~tip~e range '
1 
test of the length-weight data of each 
sex d:t,vd.ded . into intervals of time. In Duncan' a test 
the time intervals are ranked according to decreasing 
adjusted. mean weight. Any two means underscored by 
the same lin~ a~e not . ~~gnificantly differe~t (Str~l -
and ~orrie, 1960). 
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Analysis of covariance: 
t<' 
Time Interval Numoer Fish 
(group) in Group 
_May, Jun~, July 10 
I 
Sept. I ll 
-
Oct . . 21 
,. .. 

















. adjusted F - ~ 3.37 probability (F) = p. Ol4 
• 0 
-. 
I . (2) Dunca~s new 1 ~ultip1e range test: 
. . 
Oct. 






·· , 1 
--






. ', ' . 





' · ' 
'• 
.• ,, \ 
J 
Nov. 
I . · 
· ,, 
. -, 
. ....... 1. , 



















..- (b)' St. Philips, Feinales li 
(1) tAnalysi~ of covariance: 
.,r 
Time In~rval ' .Number Fish Adjusted Mean 
(group) ·in Group 
. 
Weight (grams) . 
. May 11 587 l • . June 7 ··s92 




' Sept. 11 644 
. 
i 
·Oct. 13 . 676 
. 
' 
"Nov. I ~ 18 : 637 \ I , 
Dec. 7 : 615 
. 
' "'-· 
, adjuste~ F = 1.82 probabi~ity (F) = 0.108 
J . ~ '• ' 
: 
. (2) Duncan's new m~l.t~pl_e r~nge test: 
·,, 
Oct. .Sept. Nov. Dec. July June' May 
.. 
., 
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.. 
l " • ' _avera~e gonosomad,c index (gonad 
: weight expressed as a percen~age of the .. total body 
• 
• :~~igh.t __ z:;o ,G.~~.~~)· for each sex in. e~b · sampl7. The 
'numbers' of male.!; and females refer . to mature fis.h 
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.. Stati on ~ . Station ·B Station D ' 
' . '<'7 
,· 
~ Date 
' G.s-. J- ~· ' . . Nc;> • No. G.s·.l. G.S.I. No. No. G. S.I. No. 'No. G.S.I. G.S . I. 
. 
_!females Females IFemale.s ~emales Males Femal es Femal~s 





Jan. .25 3 . 2 8 . 3- 16 - . 
-\ ~ . . ., } 




'14 " ' 6 '9.3 14 Feb. 5 ' ~ .  
. ... 
" 
. ~Z/23: b ·o , 0 0 0. Feb. ·- - c - • -. 
Mar .• 27/26 l 3 8 . 9.3 16 0 0 . - -
. , 
1. -Apr. 10/11/13 6 2 · 8 . 3 20 0 or - 0 0 - · ' - -
~ . 













June 5/6 5 3 ' 8~1 18 .: . 0 3 - 18 - ~ 
' 
' . . 
19/20/22 3. 4 4.1 < 10 3. . 2 5.7 13 2 0 
. 
7 ~ 4 June . -
't:: J ; . ·, . 
July 3/3 . ' 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 2 • . 7 . I \ ,-p . : '.,.. 
~~ ' .. .; 18/18 04 2 ' 2 2 T" 4 1 1 ·2 . 6 . ' ' "' .. 31/Aug • . 1 . 2 ' 4 _0 . 6 -3 0 o- - - (.: . 'I • ' 
.e 0 • 
0 
Aug. 14/istr7_ 1 1 0 1 · 2 -~ ~ 0 16 - 3 1 . ) 0. 8 2 , . 
28/29 .. 4 3 2 . 9 ' 4 2 1.3 '3 . 2 "' 
,_ 
"' Aug. 1 : 
I ' ,~ 
' · 
11/12 ' 1 < 7 4.5 3J. 7 3 ···4 3.4 . 4. 1 Sept . 
0 





















( . . 
: .,. . 
, , II 
. . . · · -. 
I . · • 
< 
• ! . 
0 
-
Cl 0 -Station A- Station B 
·. &ate . No . -No. G.s.r. G.S -.I. No. No. · G. S.I. G.S.I. No. 
-. · - ~les · !Females Males Females Males !Females Mal;es Females Males 
' 
. . 
Oct. .10/11 1 6· 9.7 5.9 .-. 4 3 11.5 5 .6 
Oct. t4/25 . 4 -5 12.1 8.4 . 5' 3 13 .8 6. 7 
Nov. ' · 7(a_ ' 5 6 10. 0 " 7 ~ 7 4 2 12.6 6.8 
Nov. 21/22 4 - .6 . 6. 9 .· 9.3 5 5 
' 
9 . 7 8·. 5 
.. 
.. 
. Dec. 5/6 6 4 8. 4 8-vS '6 2 9 . 0 10. 8 
17/18 
- ':7 3 . 8.4 lO;_li' 3. ' 10: 7 9·. 3 
. 
Dec. - ·5 
. 
-Jan. · 19 0 0 - -. - - -- - -
~ ~- 13.8 -~ 14-. 0-.Jan . ~0/Feb. 1 - 2 9.2 6 I. { 2 9.2 
-
t 
Mar . 1/2 
-0 .· 2 - 1&. 7 9 0 - - . 
-
Apr. 8 12* 11* 8.8 15.3 
- - - · r - · 
-
.. 
. *Co1lec~ed . by df~ng staff -of Marine Sciences Research Laboratory • 
"' .. ·.
' ' 
. .. . ~. ~ . -. 
. . . . 
. · · .. :_. -
-. ' 
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St ation D 
No; G.S. I. G.S.I. 
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North A~. (all stations combined): ave~~ge 
gonoso~tic index (gonad weight "expressed as a per~ 
centage .of the total body weisht • G,S.i.) forue~ch 
sex .divided into' intervals of ti~e. The numbers of 
males and females refer .to mature f ·ish only. 
' ' 
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_: ___ ..!--___ _,__...::."'~----:---:-------·-
- --·- _-:...: ___ - -------:-- ------
Date Number, -Number G.;:>,. I. •G.S.I. 







Mar. 13 18 9.4 15 ' ( 
.. 
Apri~; May 10 10 8.5 19.2 
' 
' ' June . ~ 11 '12 6.4 14.5 
. 
' ~uly . 
' 
' 15 11 1.6 2.5 
, 
. : -
. Aug •. ' 10 6 1.2· 2.9 
' . ' 
Sept. 
' 
10 21 4.9 1 4·, 3 
' 
\ 




' 19- ~~3 I. 8.3 I .. 
Dec. 22 13 .9 . 10.1 
Jan.' Feb., I r 
Mar. 8 5 - 9.2 15.0 
April* I 12 I 11 8. 8 15.3 
.. 
. I 
*Collected by diving staff of Marine Sciences Research Laboratory. 
'. 
: • I 
. • l 
. ' 
,, : ,. 
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average_gono~omatic index (go~ad 
we_ight expressed as a pe:rcentage ' of, tfhe. t?tal body 
·weight= G·.S.I.) for each sex .in each sampl~. The 
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D~te - No. No. ~.S . I G.s :r No. No. · ~ .S . I ~. S . I G.S. I ~~~. I G. S. I ~.S . I 
--
No . No. No·. No. 
-, M. F. M. F. M. ·, F . ·M. F. M. t. M. F. Mp ..F. .M. ,F-. 
' ' 
- " ~ 
-=-






Mar. 20/~9/21 . 0 1 ~ 1.8 0 · 0 - - 0 ' 0 - -
··- -
: "'-" .. ' Apr . 18/iS 0 0 - - 0 0 - -
May .1/6 .. 0 0 - - 1 1 9 . 4 26 
-
j 
.. :-! 18/.16 . '1 4 5~9 12.0 0 0 . . ' May . . - -
' \ 




June _· 12-/1:1 . 1 1 2.9 20 . 1 ' · 3 10 21.1 
! 
--
June 26/,27 0 ·o - - '1 3 1 2. 8 j ' -
. _!; . ' . -





0 0 - - 0 2 - 2 2 2 0.6 2 · I .• 
-:' 
' Aug_. 7/8/8 . .. 0 0 - - 0 0 - - 0 0 - -
Aug~ 21(22/22/24_ ·0 0 - - 0 0 
' 
- - 0 o-.- - - 0 0 , - - -
. 
--
Sept. . 4/6/6/10 0 l. - 3 '~ 6 2 0 - 1.7 - 1 · 3 0.7 3: 5 2 · 4 2.4 5. 1 
Sept~ • 18/19/19 1 ~ 1 0.7 4.2 2 5 3.6 5 . 2 ·6 · 1 6.1 4. 8 
. -' 
Oct . 3/4/4 0 5 - 6.4 6 2 9.0 8.0. 6 2 13. 5, 5 . 4 
17/18/iS ' Oct. 0 - 0 · - - 7 . 0 ·. 13.9 - . 2 4 17.6 9. 9 . . 
- . - , 
Oct. ~~J/1 ' 0 0 - - 6 2 15 . 6 10.6 6 1 ' 15.9 8 . 9 
-





' •• 't - · 
, '• 
. ..., · . 
. ·




- ·Station A- ' Station B Station c -- ·station D · 
. 
_, 
Date - T. -~.S.I ~.s.I ,.. . NO..o !G.S;l G.s;I G.S.I 0 : No •. No. ·-No •. No.. !G. S. I u.S. I -No. G.S.I No. No: 
M. - - F~. M; F. M. · F. - 11· -·F • M. F. M. F. . M. ~ .. . M. F • 
' 
.. . - 0 • 
I 
l I 
Nov.· 15/16/16 0 0 
- -




Nov. 29/29/30 - -3 2 12.6 15.8 4 4 12.5 16.5 0 0 - -
- I ./ 
- I 
t3/~4 t Jr 
-




1-- o·-,_ Jan. 24/25 0 0 - 0 ·' -~ 6- . . ~- I 
- l---- .I Feb. 8/8 -
----
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Ph~lips (all stations comJ:>~ned) : · ayerage. 
,-
(gonad wei8h;t1 ' index expressed a s .na pe! -
·-- of the total body G .:· S~ L) for each centage weight = 
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The sex divided. into i nte:r:vals. of time . numbers of 
males and females refer to mature fish only. May, 
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organic matter . 100 100 100 - 100 100 10 33 63 1 49 41 4:f 32 100 48 100 - 100 0 56 80 54 ·40 73 19 
debris 0 o · 0 - 0 0 1 2 5 1 .. 2 3 . 1 -2 0 4 0 





a.+gae 0 ·o o · - 0 0 14 3 0 0 3 33 0 7 2 14 3 29 0 1 0 2 0 - · 0 0 
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~ . . ' -
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... 
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. . 0 0 63 1 5 0· -4 11 3 10 1 2 3 2 ·0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 
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- 0 - 0 0 2 
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. ' . 
. . 
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eggs: approximately 40[o). · 
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' • ' APPENDIX, L '· \. 
• I 
·' North Arm: dates of counts i~. ·each ~tation, 
the number of counts made on each date, and the mean 
number of flounders ~er 300 square meter count on 
• I 
. 
. . . · \e~ch date. Var:rhtion /among counts on each date is 
I . 
given as two standard errors· of the ;mean: .Counts 
I I \ • . 
_made ·~ith _th~. · p~able quadrat l\fere 'doubled to give · 
the'mearl number of fish per 3QO s~uare meters. Counts 
I , in Station ,B_ afte~ April 11 were· transfbrmed from fish 
per 420 square meters. The lines show the ' dates after . 
-which counts were' made using . permanent transects. -
. I. 
. Stat;iC?n' D values give · ·the number of floun~ers observed 1 
in· 30 -minutes. 
··. 
: ¥ ',. . ! · 
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/ Station A -
I 
Date No. of Mean No. Fish 2s 
' m2- -~ -
-Counts . per 300 _1t 
Count 
Feb. . 2 1 . 32.0 
Feb. 14 1 ' 24.0 
c 
Feb. 22 1 36.0 
Mar. · 2.7 2 
. 4.0 ·0 
-~- 1-
Apr. 10 2 - 15.0 -4-'8 
·, 
May 10 1 10~0 
' 24 2 7.5 . 7.4 May 0 
June 5 -2 35.0 · 12.0 
--
June 19 2 36_.0 23 .• 6 




July 18 2 7.0 6.6 
-
July 31 2 ··- 7.5 . o.a· 
Aug. 14 2 20.5 0.8 
' -
0 ; 






-Sept. 11 2 - 62.5 20.4 
Sept. 25 2 24.0 8.2 
Oct. 10 2 4. 5 . 2.4 
. . 
-Oct. 24 2 : 31.5 5.8 
0 
- Station B 
· nate No.- of Mean No. Fish 
counbs per 300 2 : m 
Count ' . 
. . . 
.. 
23 - 1 134.0 Feb. 
.. 
26, . 2 1.0 Mar. 
-
Apr. 11 .2 0 
-
. 
May 11 2 8 •. 5 . 
May 23 : 2 8.5 
June 6 ' 2 6.0 · 
June 20 ·2 2.0 -
July 3"" 
,~ . 
2 .. 3.5 
·- . ' July 18 2 . 3.0 
Aug. l z· ~ s· . -5 
-
. 
Aug. 15 2 6.0 
Aug. 29 2 19.5 
sevt. -12 2 · 12.·o 
. 
Sept. 26 2 .16'.5 
Oct. 11 · 2 I! 6.0 
Oct. 25 2' 15.5 
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D~te No, of Mean· No. Fish 2s Date No. of Mean No .. Fish 2s ' Date No. Fish Ob-
Counts . m2 - m2 -per· 300 X Counts . per 300 x · 
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-
served in 30 
Count -I - Count Minutes 
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St/Philips: ·dates of counts in .each s~ation, 
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the numbe~ o~ coun~s . made , pn each date, ~nd the mean 
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. , 
per 300 square meter ~ount on· each 
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Cdunts on .each date is given ~B 
rs of the mean. co'unts made with the 
were doubled to give the mean number 
of fish per 300 squar'e meteJ;s·. The lines shpw the 
,7 - • 
dates after 'w~ich ·cou~ts were made using' p~rmanent 
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-Feb. '7. 1 
': 
o_ 




. Apr. 18 2 0 0 
.. 
May ). 3~ , .·O- 0 • 
- .. ·, 1 
.. 
Mq.y "18 z· 
.. 
1.0 1'. 6 





' Jwie t2 2 2.~ 1,6 -
r 
June 26 2 tr. 5 0 . 8 
•' 
July_ 10 •4 '1.0 1'.6 
JUi .. 24 · 2 0 0 
_ .. Y. 
' 
-
Aug.!' 7 :z - · 0 0 
. -
Aug. il 2 <_ 0 0 
Sept. "4 2 0.5 .. 0.8 
'S-e;t. 
' 
18 2 . ,0.5 0.8 
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Date ~c No. Qf Mean No~ 
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Feb. 7 :_1 2.0 ' 
•• b 
Mar. 19 2 ;:; o_ 
Apr. 18 :2 ~ 
-
May• 6 -2 . 1 .• 5 
May .: 
. 16 -~ ·~z 7 .. 0 
. 
May _ 30_ . 2 c 0 -
JunE}_ .11 2 0.5 
June 27 2 •. 5.5 
-. . 
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Date No. of Mean 'No. ls Date No. .of Meap No. 2s ·nate· -~ Mean No. 2s Date No .• Fi sh ' . No •. of 
- - tpish~~er - . Cotints Fish Per $!>-X Counts· Fi sh Per X Counts X Observed 
300 m2 ·. . .. 300 m2 300 m2 i n 30 .. . _, 






-· . Oct. 31 2 . 0 0 Nov. 1 2 9.0· 3.2 Nov.- ·1 2- 9.5 0.8 
' 
' ; ,; ) . 
' Nov~ 15 2 0 0 Nov. 16 2 28.5 4.0 No~ 16 ' 2 14.0 0 ' . 





·- ~ Nov. 29 2 5.0 4.8 Nov. 29 . 2 4.0 0 ,Nov.· 30 0 
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